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SUMMER
2013

SPRING 2013
Ages: 8-12

Fill Your Cool Book:
Sketching & Writing Your
Own Way

8 Saturdays, 11 am-12:30 pm, April 13-June 8 (no
class May 25)
$136 W&B/MAG members/$151 general public
Instructors: Donna Marbach & Eddie Davis III
Register: call the Creative Workshop: (585) 276-8959
This new class with the Creative Workshop at the Memorial
Art Gallery lets kids gather ideas in their own sketchbook
journals using fun writing and drawing exercises, prompts,
and personal coaching. With writing and drawing teachers
guiding the way, and lots of cool things to look at, record,
explore and investigate, your book—and your skills—will
expand quickly! Class will meet at the Creative Workshop
and at least one class will be held at Writers & Books.

Ages: Teens

Teen Writers’ Circle
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S13-Y2
6 Saturdays, 10 a.m.- noon
April 13 & 27, May 11 & 25, June 8 & 22
$108 W&B members/$120 general public
Instructor: Wendy Low
Twice a month, avid and accomplished teen writers meet
to explore new approaches to their craft, give each other
feedback under the guidance of published writers, and plot
world domination…or at least the future domination of the
publishing industry! Guests are brought in by the facilitators
according to the interests and needs of the group. Optional
assignments will also be offered according to genre, and free
tickets to targeted events will be given.

APRIL BREAK CLASSES
Ages: 6-8

Magic Tree House
Adventure Club

W13-YR7
ALL DAY: April 1-5, 9 am-3 pm
$165 W&B members/$178 general public
Instructor: Marna Rossi
Take part in wonderful magical adventures from the Magic
Tree House series. Join Annie and Jack as they solve problems, help people, and travel around the world and through
time. Through our exploration of the Magic Tree House books
we might visit China, the Swiss Alps, or Hawaii! Like Annie
and Jack, we will learn about the animals and people in each
environment we visit. We will read some of the stories and
act out some of the scenes. We’ll also plan a visit to the Eastman House Gardens to get a chance to be one with nature,
just like Annie & Jack! You will have a chance to try art activities and present your story or skit for family and friends on
the last day. Pack a lunch and a notebook each day!

Wednesday: Comedy
A Taste of Writers & Books! Improv
April 1-5, 9 am-3 pm
Ages 9-12

Full week: $165 W&B members/$178 general public
(Use code W13-Y4)
Single day: $37 W&B members/$40 general public
(see below for codes for individual classes)

Monday: Art of the Picture
Book
W13-YA8
Instructor: Debra Lewis

Are you interested in both writing and illustrating? Come
spend the day digging into plot, character, and setting,
along with composition, color, and line. Learn how words
and pictures can work together to tell a story!

Tuesday: Fiction in a
Nutshell
W13-YF15
Instructor: Tracy Cretelle

Young fiction writers have great imaginations. In this class
we will learn how to take fantastic characters and storylines and write about them so they are as exciting to our
readers as they are to us. We’ll do writing exercises that
help us become better at description, narration, setting,
and plot, and then we’ll get a chance to write our own
brand-new stories.

W13-YD3
Instructor: Annette Ramos

Improvisation is acting without a script and often includes
audience participation. Students will learn the basic rules
of improv, and then a variety of theater games and comedy
improvisation games such as those featured on the television show Whose Line is it Anyway? The class will present
some of their favorite games for family members at the end
of the day.

Thursday: Harry Potter Fan
Fare
W13-YR10
Instructor: Cathy Buyer-Davis

Spend a day celebrating all things Harry Potter with old and
new friends. Write an article or two for the Daily Prophet,
visit Honeydukes, transfigure a dragon, and engage in
some fantastical wizarding fun including a Quidditch scrimmage (weather permitting, of course).

Friday: Adventures in
Poetry
W13-YP7
Instructor: MJ Iuppa

Take a taste of poetry: image, sound, line. Do somersaults
with your creative mind as we play with words and discover
that poetry can be for everyone! Uncover what found poetry
is. By the end of the day, you will have written several new
poems!
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A Note from the Director of Youth Education

WEBMASTER
Greer Nelson

There is magic in words: the way the shape of different letters come
together to express an idea, a feeling, a memory, a story. Words create
bridges between writers and readers, connecting one to the other. The
way your eyes perceive the shapes right on this page and interpret them
as ideas, the way our hands use pens and pencils and keyboards to
translate our thoughts into a series of marks on a page that others can
then decode, which in turn provide information, or evoke emotions.
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Here, at Writers & Books, we celebrate the love of reading and writing
every day. We offer enriching programs that nourish avid young readers
and writers. The creative energy that brims from each SummerWrite
classroom is palpable. It is a delight to watch students find their voices
and also find true peers here as they share their love of reading and
writing with one other. I love that during our break times there are
always students who ask, “Do I have to play?” because they would
rather continue their writing. And often in between rounds of lava tag on
the playground, students are found discussing the latest books they’ve
read.
This common bond brings young people to Writers & Books. We are
a magnet for bookworms, storytellers, and otherwise literary-minded
young people. For ten weeks this summer we have a host of exciting
workshops to choose from, each taught by a skilled teaching artist.
Our instructors are chosen because of their own talent in, and
commitment to, the literary arts, as well as because of their excellent
teaching abilities.
I strongly urge you to sit down with your child and look through the
pages of this catalog together. The more involved in choosing classes
your child can be, the more invested in the learning process she or he
will be. Students will gain more from their experience if they are part of
the decision-making process, and if they have a vested interested in the
classes they are taking.

Answers to many questions about the overall SummerWrite program
can be found in our Things to Know section on page 20. But if you have
a question that you can’t find the answer to, please don’t hesitate to be
in touch with me. You’ll also notice that throughout the catalog there are
writing prompts, a mad-lib, and a crossword puzzle. Enjoy the chance to
play with words while you peruse the SummerWrite offerings!

In the spirit of creativity,
Sally Bittner Bonn
Director of Youth Education
sallyb@wab.org

OUR MISSION
Writers & Books Promotes Reading and Writing as LifeLong Activities for People of All Ages and Backgrounds

SPONSORED BY
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STAFF

SUMMERWRITE BY WEEK 		
Spring

6-12	  April Break Workshops
8-12	  Fill Your Cool Book
Teen
Teen Writers’ Circle

Week 1 6/24-28
8-11 	 
8-11 	 
9-12 	 
12-15 	 

The Art of the Picture Book
Percy Jackson Readers’ Theatre
Produce a 90-Second Newbery Movie
Shakespeare’s Stage

Week 2 7/1-3 (Three-Day Week)
8-11 	  Picture This 		
12-14	  Making Sense

Week 3 7/8-12
7-9 	 
7-9	 
8-11 	 
8-11 	 
8-11 	 
12-14	 
12-14 	 
14 & Up

Storywriting 		
Our Awesome Earth: Eco-Poetry and Stories
Myth, Mystery, and Me!
Fiction Writing Skills
American Sign Language
Live! On Stage! Poetry!
Graphic Novel
Art Eats Words: Building Artists’ Books
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Week 4 7/15-19
5-7	 
5-7	 
8-11	 
8-11	 
8-11	 
12-14	 
14 & Up
14 & Up
14 & Up

Bienvenidos: Fun with Spanish
Magic Tree House Adventure Club
Harry Potter Fan Fare
Doing the Writing Thing
American Girls
Artwalk Reporter
Teen Intensive: Fiction
Yoga and Writing for Teen Girls
Hunger Games

Week 5 7/22-26
7-9 	 
7-9	 
8-11 	 
10-12 	 
10-12 	 
12-14 	 
12-14 	 
12-14 	 
14 & Up
14 & Up
HS

Magical Stories and Poetry
Making Sense
Where’s Walden?
Kindred Spirits of Green Gables
Mosaic Theatre
Outdoor Writer
Cauldron of Fiction
Poetry Sounds Out Art
Fellowship of the Ring
Writing the YA Novel
Writing Your College Admissions Essays

ALL DAY pg 2
8 Sat.
pg 2
6 Sat.
pg 2
AM
PM
ALL DAY
ALL DAY

pg 6
pg 6
pg 6
pg 6

ALL DAY pg 6
ALL DAY pg 6
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY

pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 8

AM
PM
AM
PM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
ALL DAY

pg 8
pg 8
pg 8
pg 8
pg 8
pg 9
pg 9
pg 9
pg 9

AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
PM

pg 9
pg 9
pg 10
pg 9
pg 10
pg 10
pg 10
pg 10
pg 10
pg 10
pg 11

WRITING PROMPT!
Imagine you are an animal. (You can be as big as an elephant
or as tiny as an ant!) Now write a story from that point of
view. Focus on what is happening to your habitat and how
your home is changing. What are the humans doing?

Week 6 7/29-8/2
7-9 	 
7-9 	 
9-12 	 
12-14	 
12-14	 
Teen 	 
14 & Up
14 & Up

Magic Tree House Adventure Club
Sprites, Goblins, and Fairy Folk
Percy Jackson’s Magic Pen
Comedy Improv
Fabulism: Writing the Absurd as Real
Teen Theatre Workshop
Teen Fabulism: Writing the Absurd as Real
My Own Monster

Week 7 8/5-9
8-11 	 
8-11	 
9-13	 
9-13 	 
10-12	 
12-14	 
12-14	 
14 & Up
14 & Up
14 & Up

My Name in Print
Word Play Workshop
Writers and Cooks: Menus for Every Meal
Writers and Cooks: Around the World
Telling Tales 		
Dumbledore’s Army
Supernatural Mysteries
Completing Novels and Short Stories
Editing and Publishing
Keep It Real		

Week 8 8/12-16
8-11 	 
8-11 	 
8-11 	 
12-14	 
14 & Up
14 & Up

Flash Fiction 		
Red Pyramid Magic Readers’ Theatre
Poetry, Pottery, and Paper
Imagination Collaboration
Teleplay: A Collaborative Script Writing Class
Writing Spaces/Art Spaces

Week 9 8/19-23
8-11 	 
8-11 	 
12-14 	 
12-14 	 
12-14 	 
Teen 	 

Harry Potter Fan Fare
Meet the Magic Dragon
Theatre of the Oppressed
Step Into Fantasy
Walden Pond Goes Urban
Remix: Words & Music

Week 10 8/26-30
8-12 	 
8-12 	 
13-16 	 
HS 	 

Write On! 		
Young Storytellers
Produce a 90-Second Newbery Movie
Writing Your College Admissions Essays

		
		
		
		
		

AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM

pg 11
pg 11
pg 11
pg 12
pg 12
pg 12
pg 12
pg 12

AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY

pg 13
pg 13
pg 13
pg 13
pg 13
pg 13
pg 13
pg 14
pg 14
pg 14

AM
PM
ALL DAY
ALL DAY
AM
PM

pg 14
pg 14
pg 14
pg 15
pg 15
pg 15

AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY
ALL DAY

pg 15
pg 16
pg 16
pg 16
pg 16
pg 16

AM
PM
ALL DAY
PM

pg 17
pg 17
pg 17
pg 17

Instructor Bios			
Things to Know			
Registration Form			
Donors & Funders			

STAY ALL DAY!

pg 18
pg 20
pg 21
pg 23

COMBINE MORNINGS & AFTERNOONS

WK 3
WK 3
WK 5
WK 5
WK 6
WK 6

AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM

Ages 8 to 11
WK 1
WK 1
WK 2
WK 3
WK 3
WK 3
WK 4
WK 4
WK 4
WK 5
WK 7
WK 7
WK 8
WK 8
WK 8
WK 9
WK 9

AM
PM
ALL DAY
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM

Ages 8 to12
WK 10 AM
WK 10 PM

Ages 9 to 12

WK 1 ALL DAY
WK 6 ALL DAY

Ages 9-13
WK 7 AM
WK 7 PM

Ages 10 to 12

WK 5 AM
WK 5 PM
WK 7 ALL DAY

pg 8
pg 8

Storywriting		
Our Awesome Earth
Magical Stories and Poetry
Making Sense		
Magic Tree House Merlin Mission
Sprites, Goblins, and Fairy Folk

pg 7
pg 7
pg 9
pg 9
pg 11
pg 11

The Art of the Picture Book 		
Percy Jackson Readers’ Theatre
Picture This 		
Myth, Mystery, and Me!
Fiction Writing Skills 		
American Sign Language 		
Harry Potter Fan Fare
Doing the Writing Thing
American Girls
Where’s Walden?
My Name in Print
Word Play Workshop 		
Flash Fiction
Red Pyramid Magic Readers’ Theatre
Poetry, Pottery, and Paper
Harry Potter Fan Fare
Meet the Magic Dragon

pg 6
pg 6
pg 6
pg 7
pg 7
pg 7
pg 8
pg 8
pg 8
pg 10
pg 13
pg 13
pg 14
pg 14
pg 14
pg 15
pg 16

Write On!
Young Storytellers

pg 17
pg 17

Produce a 90-Second Newbery Movie
Percy Jackson’s Magic Pen

pg 6
pg 11

Ages 12 to 14
WK 2
WK 3
WK 3
WK 4
WK 5
WK 5
WK 5
WK 6
WK 6
WK 7
WK 7
WK 8
WK 9
WK 9
WK 9

ALL DAY
AM
PM
ALL DAY
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
ALL DAY

Ages 12 to 15

WK 1 ALL DAY

Ages 13 to 16

WK 10 ALL DAY

Ages 14 & Up
WK 3
WK 4
WK 4
WK 4
WK 5
WK 5
WK 6
WK 6
WK 7
WK 7
WK 7
WK 8
WK 8

ALL DAY
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM
ALL DAY
AM
PM

Teen
Writers and Cooks: Menus for Every Meal pg 13
Writers and Cooks: Around the World
pg 13

WK 6 ALL DAY
WK 9 ALL DAY

High School
Kindred Spirits of Green Gables
Mosaic Theatre 		
Telling Tales 		

pg 9
pg 10
pg 13

WK 5 PM
WK 10 PM

Making Sense		
Live! On Stage! Poetry!
Graphic Novel
Artwalk Reporter		
Outdoor Writer		
Cauldron of Fiction		
Poetry Sounds Out Art		
Comedy Improv		
Fabulism: Writing the Absurd as Real
Dumbledore’s Army		
Supernatural Mysteries		
Imagination Collaboration		
Theatre of the Oppressed		
Step Into Fantasy		
Walden Pond Goes Urban		

pg 6
pg 7
pg 7
pg 9
pg 10
pg 10
pg 10
pg 12
pg 12
pg 13
pg 13
pg 15
pg 16
pg 16
pg 16

Shakespeare’s Stage		

pg 6

Produce a 90-Second Newbery Movie

pg 17

Art Eats Words: Building Artists’ Books
Teen Intensive: Fiction		
Yoga and Writing for Teen Girls		
Hunger Games		
Fellowship of the Ring		
Writing the YA Novel		
Teen Fabulism		
My Own Monster		
Finishing: Novels and Short Stories
Editing and Publishing		
Keep It Real		
Collaborative Script Writing Class
Writing Spaces/Art Spaces		

pg 8
pg 9
pg 9
pg 9
pg 10
pg 10
pg 12
pg 12
pg 14
pg 14
pg 14
pg 15
pg 15

Teen Theatre Workshop		
Remix: Words & Music		

pg 12
pg 16

Writing Your College Admissions Essays pg 11
Writing Your College Admissions Essays pg 17

DOUBLE YOUR FUN!
SIGN UP WITH A FRIEND!
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Ages 7 to 9

Bienvenidos: Fun with Spanish		
Magic Tree House Adventure Club
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WK 4 AM
WK 4 PM
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Ages 5 to 7
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SUMMERWRITE BY AGE

WEEK 1 JUNE 24-28

WEEK 2 JULY 1-3
Ages: 8-11

Ages: 9-12

Picture This

Produce a 90-Second
Newbery Movie!

JY13-A2
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 1-3 (3 days)
$125 W&B Members/$138 General Public
Instructors: Lisa Johnson & Nicole Rowley

JY13-V3
ALL DAY: 9 am-3:30 pm, June 24-28
$208 W&B Members/$228 General Public
NOTE: Meets at RCTV, 21 Gorham Street
Instructors: Joshua Bloodworth, Beth Lane, &
Rajesh Barnabas
In this collaborative class, Writers & Books partners with
Rochester Community Television (RCTV) to give students
the opportunity to transform into cast and crew to make
their own short movie based on a Newbery Award-winning
book. You will learn how to run cameras, set up lights,
operate audio equipment, direct, and edit. Oh, did we
mention you’d be the writers and directors of the movie,
too? We’ll have a red carpet premier for family and friends
on the last day of camp and the finished movie will be
submitted to the 90-second Newbery national film fest held
in November. Find out more about the film fest at
http://jameskennedy.com/90-second-newbery/

Ages: 8-11
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The Art of the Picture Book
JY13-A8
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, June 24-28
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Debra Eileen Lewis

Do you want to both write a story and illustrate it? Take this
class and learn how picture books for children are made.
In a picture book, the images are just as important as the
words. In this class we will read picture books together
to understand the basics of picture book creation and we
will work all week on our own picture books to bring home
with us. Using both words and pictures (drawing and/
or collage), students will learn how to create a story with
a plot by creating problems and solutions that will bring
characters of their own creation on a fun-filled journey.
They will also learn the basics of visual art (composition,
color, line) and how to use these techniques to add more
depth and detail to their stories.

Ages: 8-11

Percy Jackson Greek Myth
Readers’ Theatre
JY13-R4
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, June 24-28
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Marna Rossi

When New York middle school student Percy Jackson
finds out he is a demi-god, the Greek myths come alive in
a way he would never have imagined! He learns that his
true father is Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea (which
explains why his mother has a mysterious attraction to the
color blue)! He adventures on a dangerous quest across the
United States to retrieve a stolen lightning bolt and stop a
war between the gods. Learn about Greek gods and heroes
and modern-day demi-god heroes. Create your own hero.
Act out brief role-plays based on the adventures of demigod heroes. With your team, practice a Readers’ Theater
skit based on a chapter of a book from the series. Act out
an adapted version for family and friends on the last day.

They say, “A picture is worth a thousand words,” and Rochester hosts the home of a picture giant: George Eastman.
If you love to write poetry or short stories and photograph, then join us! We’ll spend time exploring the George
Eastman House gardens, photo galleries, and permanent
museum collection as inspiration for our creative writing.
Participants will create photographic narratives with their
cameras. Our pens will capture the words that help to tell
the photographic story. A final presentation featuring the
participants’ photographic and written expressions will be
displayed at a last day “art opening” exhibition. If you have
your own digital camera, you may wish to bring it.

Ages:12-14

Making Sense

JY13-P8A
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 1-3 (3 days)
$118 W&B Members/$132 General Public
Instructor: Carol McMahon
Explore the world around you using all of your senses! What
does summer sound like? How does happiness smell? We will
partake in a variety of activities to awaken our five senses and
then translate those sensations into words and images. Using
art, food, aroma, music, and sound we will tap into our
memories and create poetic pieces and art based on these
experiences and memories. It’s time to taste poetry!

Ages: 12-15

Shakespeare’s Stage

JY13-D14
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, June 24-28
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructor: Sally Bittner Bonn
Calling young thespians! We’ll spend the week walking into
the world of William Shakespeare. We’ll gather some background information about his life and times and learn the
secrets to his use of language. We’ll play theater games,
take an in-depth look at one of his plays, and even learn
how to ward off the curse of The Scottish Play! Come, let’s
cook up some chaos, incite some sibling rivalry, get serious
about comedy, look lightly at tragedy, and create some
conflict as we construct a performance of our own!

“I am so impressed with the program!
My son loved the collaboration with
peers that enjoy writing.”
		

—parent of a SummerWrite participant

WEEK 3 JULY 8-12
“She enjoyed sharing her love of
reading with others who also love it.”

Ages: 8-11

Ages: 12-14

		

JY13-M10
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 8-12
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructor: Almeta Whitis

JY13-D9
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 8-12
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Carol McMahon

Do exciting adventures occur in your daydreams? Do you
like to tell your friends all the fun things that have happened to you? Do you have a story stuck in your head that
you can’t get out on the page? Learn to organize your story
using a helpful tool called a storyboard. Storyboards help
you tell the story in pictures first, then worry about the
words later. We will explore our stories, create a storyboard, and then move our stories to a finished book. You
will walk away from this class with a book of your own that
has been through the whole writing process! Turn your
creative brains on and tell us a story!

Ages: 7-9

Our Awesome Earth:
Eco-Poetry and Stories
JY13-G4
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 8-12
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Marna Rossi

Big changes are happening on our planet. We will learn
together about the dangers affecting our environment,
as well as how people are helping to preserve our environment. You’ll even learn ways you can be an eco-hero!
We will read stories and poems about our planet and its
awesome animals and plants. We’ll also learn about how all
living things connect to one another in a great circle of life.
We’ll explore life in the rainforest and other biomes and
become familiar with endangered animals from all over the
world. We’ll enjoy nature walks and fun ecology activities
and we’ll journal about our observations, as well as write
poems or stories about our planet. You will have an opportunity to share your stories and poems about our planet
with family and friends on the last day.

This class explores the openness of wonder and mystery
by carrying students on a journey to discover an inner
richness, a treasure trove of words, thoughts, feelings, and
action. Students will engage in a shared learning experience using teamwork, creative problem solving, and critical
thinking while instilling a sense of wonder. Class activities
include writing, reflection, and theater games to enhance
knowledge, relate to favorite fictional characters, and
become actively involved in brainstorming and problem
solving; exploring gesture and voice to write mini-stories;
expanding vocabulary; reading with expression; progression and character development. On Friday there will be a
final presentation.

Poetry is an art form that is meant to be heard as well as read.
Through this class we will practice the art of performance
poetry; that place where oration, theatre, and writing meld.
We will focus on creating some new work designed to be
performed out loud for a group, utilize previous work created
by the young writers, and also tap into poetry created by
other authors. Using dramatic exercises and our words we will
explore sound and movement, projection and presence. The
final session will culminate in a reading and celebration for
friends and family at Writers & Books.

Ages: 8-11

JY13-A3
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 8-12
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Jason Yungbluth

Fiction Writing Skills

JY13-F15
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 8-12
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Tracy Cretelle
Do you have story ideas in your head just waiting to be
brought to the page? This class will help you craft engaging
characters, scenes, and plots. We’ll look at examples from
published authors to see how our favorite writers do it.
You’ll learn how to create conflict, make your readers care
about your characters, and how to put “show, don’t tell”
into real practice on the page. You’ll also learn tricks for
choosing the perfect word. You’ll create your own characters, scenes, and plots so that by the end of the week you’ll
have a draft of at least one story! Students will also receive
a copy of Ralph Fletcher’s book Live Writing: Breathing Life
Into Your Words.

Ages: 8-11

American Sign Language
JY13-L5
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 8-12
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Pam Kincheloe

American Sign Language offers a child a way to understand
and communicate with deaf friends and neighbors who
make up a growing percentage of the Greater Rochester
population. It also offers an exciting way for children to
expand their thinking to include a three-dimensional,
kinesthetic form of storytelling. This class, taught by a
hearing signer who grew up with a deaf sister will teach
children’s sign language games and sign language poems
in a fun, interactive learning program. Children will learn
basic conversation starters, basic vocabulary and basic
sentence structures. There will be a final presentation on
the last day.

Ages: 12-14

Graphic Novel

Cartooning and storytelling is a popular pursuit for young
adults. Professional cartoonist Jason Yungbluth will introduce
his students to the fundamentals of graphic storytelling, using
the works of many popular and cutting edge creators in the
comics field. Students will learn the basics of good cartooning
as well as how to put their thoughts into words.

Introducing
Writers & Books’
exclusive teen
literary magazine!
We are seeking writers between the ages
of 13-18 to submit up to two pieces in
the following categories: fiction, poetry,
flash fiction, and creative nonfiction. Each
submission must be accompanied by a
short author bio including age, grade,
and contact information as well as an
optional photo.

For more information, or to submit
your piece, please email Kristen
Zory King at kristenk@wab.org.
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JY13-F8
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 8-12
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Debra Eileen Lewis
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Storywriting

Live! On Stage! Poetry!
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Ages: 7-9

Myth, Mystery, & Me!

7

—parent of a SummerWrite participant

WEEK 3 JULY 8-12
Ages: 14 & up

Ages: 5-7

JY13-A12
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 8-12
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructors: Wendy Low & Nicole Rowley

JY13-L1
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 15-19
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Henry Padrón

Art Eats Words: Building
Artists’ Books

|
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Lines whisper. Colors speak. Words have texture. Sentences have shape. In this class you will examine and use techniques of professional writers, photographers, and artists
to meld graphic and sculptural techniques to literary art in
ways that deepen the literary experience. We’ll try some
unusual writing techniques from historical arts movements
and contemporary explorations. We will visit local collections of artist’s books and examine collaborations between
visual and literary artists. In poetry posters (broadsides),
and book forms, you’ll experiment with images, colors,
words, and typefaces, within elements of 2-D composition
and 3-D structure. Some work will be photoshop manipulation and composition; more will be hands-on building and
binding of books, experimenting with different formats, different ways of incorporating text, and alternate uses of art
materials. On Friday we’ll present our work to an audience
of family and friends. Perfect for visually inspired writers
and verbally inspired artists.

8

WEEK 4 JULY 15-19

“I learned to share my work and
ideas more comfortably.”
		

—SummerWrite participant

Scholarships
available
Writers & Books is committed to
making our programs available to all
members of the community.
We offer partial and full scholarships
based on need.

Contact Sally Bittner Bonn
473-2590 x109
sallyb@wab.org

Bienvenidos: Fun With
Spanish

WRITING PROMPT!
Imagine that you are a character in one of
Shakespeare’s plays (it can be anyone!). Now
write a story from that character’s point of
view.

If you want to explore the Spanish language in a fun and creative way, this is the course for you! We will learn the language
through songs, games, African Caribbean drumming, and multimedia. A walking field trip to the public market will help us
learn our food words with stops at many vendor booths in the
market, including Maria and Juan’s Empanada Stop. This weeklong experience for children who want to learn Spanish in a fun
and relaxed atmosphere promises great excitement. Families
will be invited to a final fiesta on the last day!

Ages: 5-7

Magic Tree House
Adventure Club

JY13-R7
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 15-19
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Marna Rossi
Take part in wonderful magical adventures from the Magic Tree
House series. Join Annie and Jack as they solve problems, help
people, and travel around the world and through time. Through
our exploration of the Magic Tree House books, we might visit
China, the Swiss Alps, or the Australian Outback! Like Annie and
Jack, we will learn about the animals and people in each environment we visit. We will read some of the stories and act out
some of the scenes. We’ll also plan a visit to the Eastman House
Gardens to get a chance to be one with nature, just like Annie &
Jack! You will have a chance to try your hand at art activities and
present a story or skit for family and friends on the last day.

Ages: 8-11

Harry Potter Fan Fare
(section one)

JY13-R10A
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 15-19
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Cathy Buyer-Davis
Re-visit the world of Hogwarts with old friends, and make new
ones in this program for Harry Potter fans. During the week,
we’ll be sorted, enjoy a round of Quidditch, play some Harry
Potter inspired Muggle games, create House t-shirts, visit the
grounds of Eastman gardens for an herbology lesson, and have
a great time getting together with other fans in real life, and in
stories inspired by the original series. Spin a tale with Beedle
the Bard, learn a bit about Quidditch through the ages, mix up
some potions, and join in our magical world here at Writers &
Books.

Ages: 8-11

Doing the Writing Thing
JY13-M16
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 15-19
$119 W&B Members/$130 General Public
Instructor: Marsha Jones

Ready to have some fun with words? Participants will learn the basics of writing: the difference between a noun and an adverb, what
a conjunction is and why adjectives are your best friends. Through
a series of word games, writing prompts, and writing exercises
from the new book, Marsha Jones: Doing the Writing Thing, Marsha Jones will lead students through a series of writing activities
that will help you examine your writing style, word choice and why
you can always say something better or differently. Students will
receive a copy of the book on the first day of class.

Ages: 8-11

American Girls

JY13-M17
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 15-19
$112 W&B Members/$123 General Public
Instructor: Cathy Buyer-Davis
Writing, reading, style and history, one girl at a time. Celebrate all
that is American with this course based on the overwhelmingly
popular American Girl series. Visit different times in America’s
history with the girls through portions of the American Girl series,
non-fiction text, arts, crafts, games, food, music, and a visit to
Margaret Woodbury Strong’s collection of dolls and toys. We will
create our own American Girl Magazine featuring stories about different times and places, as well as writing about today’s American
Girl. Owning a doll is NOT required. Remember: every girl is already
an American Girl!

WEEK 5 JULY 22-26

“It was fun. FUN!” 				
		

—SummerWrite participant

Ages: 12-14

Ages: 7-9

JY13-N5
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 15-19
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructor: Wendy Low

JY13-P9
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Marna Rossi

ArtWalk Reporter

Magical Stories & Poetry

There’s a reason why Clark Kent, Lois Lane, and Peter Parker
work for newspapers: it’s where the action is! Our news team
will scour the streets to uncover “the scoop” and cover recent
events in the Neighborhood of the Arts and in popular culture.
We will read and critique articles and photographs from popular
magazines, City Newspaper, the Democrat and Chronicle, and
neighborhood newspapers brought in by the instructor and
participants. We will then decide which feature stories, personal
profiles, and arts, music, dance, book, and restaurant reviews
we want to write and photograph. We will solicit and design
ads. At the end of the summer, our articles will come out in a
vibrant newsletter for distribution online and in shops and cafés
along ArtWalk.

In this magical workshop, we’ll read and listen to fantastical
poems and stories about mythical creatures like fairies, sprites,
elves, merfolk, giants, ogres, dragons, and trolls. We’ll discover many poetic forms: acrostic, concrete, haiku, free verse,
couplets, and more! With your imagination, create your own
stories or poems about magical creatures and their worlds.
We’ll illustrate our work and try our hands at fairy crafts. We
will explore Eastman House Gardens for fairy sightings. On
the last day, you’ll have the chance to present your story or
act out your poetry for family and friends.

Ages: 7-9

Making Sense

Ages: 14 & up

This is for the teen writer who is looking to take their writing to
the next level. From a place of inspiration and openness, learn
how to find and develop the ideas that hook you as the writer
then develop successful methods to also hook your reader. A
strong focus will be placed on finishing a story. To get there,
we’ll explore exercises to help develop setting and plot, as well
as solid central and secondary characters. In addition the class
will take a trip to Artisan Works for inspiration. There will be
more in-class hours than our typical half-day classes in order to
provide the in-depth focus and feedback a serious young writer
is looking for!

Ages: 14 & up

Musing Mystics: Yoga &
Writing for Teen Girls
JY13-M1
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 15-19
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Jennifer Kellogg

Join other young women to exercise your body and your brain.
Stretch your muscles and your mind as we practice yoga,
take walks through the Neighborhood of the Arts, and write
about our experiences. We will experiment with poetry, fiction,
and creative nonfiction, and share our work in a supportive
environment. Relax and let the ideas flow. Your mind and body
are not as separate as you think! No previous yoga experience
necessary.

Ages: 14 & up

Hunger Games

JY13-RG15
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm with Thursday overnight, July
15-19
If meeting the class at the Gell Center:
$260 W&B members/$285 General Public
If attending from 740 University Avenue:
$360 W&B members/$385 General Public
Instructors: Angela Cannon-Crothers & Edgar
Brown with Dan Herd
Note: Held at the Gell Center of the Finger Lakes.
A van will run from 740 University Ave (Writers &
Books) in Rochester leaving promptly at 8:00 a.m.
and returning at 5 p.m.
Based on the popular series by Suzanne Collins. Participants
will learn hands-on skills in tracking, shelter building, fire
building, wild edibles and finding food each morning at the Gell
Capitol District. Afternoons will be spent engaging in readings,
discussion, and activities on social, ethical, and environmental
issues facing our present and futuristic world. On Thursday
contestants will begin their game, earning points based on
learned skills and trying to snag valuable survival items while
they work to protect their personal flag from capture! Under the
careful watch of the Gamekeepers the final event will last well
into the evening out in the woods surrounding the Gell center. A
culminating brunch feast and awards will close the program on
Friday morning. Participants should be willing to spend a night
in the woods and play the game!

Explore the world around you using all of your senses! What
does summer sound like? How does happiness smell? We will
partake in a variety of activities to awaken our five senses and
then translate those sensations into words and images. Using
art, food, aroma, music, and sound we will tap into our memories and create poetic pieces and art based on these experiences and memories. It’s time to taste poetry!

Ages: 10-12

Kindred Spirits of Green
Gables
JY13-R17
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Lindsay Herko

Gather round, fans of Anne Shirley! Together let’s enjoy summer while evoking a golden age; we’ll have raspberry cordial
on a walk and writing session, surely spotting all of our city’s
best ridgepoles along the way. We will hone creative nonfiction, poetry or memoirs in tribute to the themes we love best
in L.M. Montgomery’s Anne of Green Gables – the family story,
the friend adventure, life lessons, and the childhood sweetheart. Montgomery wrote about her homeland with deep love
for its nature; in this vein our class would be great to similarly
recall a special vacationland in a travelogue. Our writing will be
enhanced with treasures from our own golden age, including
use of old photos, cards, diaries and other objects to inspire our
work. This will be a relaxing, joyful class, and nobody is allowed
to call anyone else “CARROTS!”

SUMMERWRITE 2013 CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

JY13-F14
MORNINGS: 9 am-12:45 pm, July 15-19
$152 W&B Members/$165 General Public
Instructor: Nina Alvarez

|

Teen Intensive: Fiction
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JY13-P8B
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Carol McMahon

9

WEEK 4 JULY 15-19

WEEK 5 JULY 22-26
Ages: 10-12

Mosaic Theatre: The Play’s
the Thing!
JY13-D10
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Almeta Whitis

In this writing and performance class, students will learn five basic
types of plays (comedy, tragedy, drama, melodrama, ritual), determine the plot for their own one-act play, create and write scenes,
create and develop characters and action, and present a performance comprised of a variety of elements: a “mosaic” of their
scenes. They will learn how to use their body as an instrument in
the art of theater, learn lines and develop public speaking and
acting skills, engage in reflection and critique activities, and
take part in creative work that both respects and challenges
them. Let’s put on a play!

Ages: 8-11

10
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Where’s Walden?

JY13-G1
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 22-26
If meeting the class at the Gell Center:
$198 W&B members/$220 General Public
If attending from 740 University Avenue:
$298 W&B members/$320 General Public
Instructors: Angela Cannon-Crothers & Edgar Brown
Note: Held at the Gell Center of the Finger Lakes.
A van will run from 740 University Ave (Writers &
Books) in Rochester leaving promptly at 8:00 a.m. and
returning at 5 p.m.
Summertime, sunshine, green rolling hills, wildlife, and you! Spend
a week communing with the writer within you at our retreat in
the Bristol Hills. Explore with professional writers and naturalists
along the Finger Lakes Trail, and observe the natural environment
around you. We will try a variety of natural arts activities, both
ancient and modern. We will each create field journals in which to
sketch, write stories, dramatic monologues, and poems probing
the past, present, and future of the landscape, plants, and animals
before us. Our favorite pieces will be used to create an all-camp
anthology. Please dress to hike, and pack a bag lunch each day. If
you have your own camera, please bring that as well! An optional
evening campfire circle and sleepover will be held on Thursday.

Ages: 12-14

Ages: 12-14

JY13-G2
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 22-26
If meeting the class at the Gell Center:
$198 W&B members/$220 General Public
If attending from 740 University Avenue:
$298 W&B members/$320 General Public
Instructors: Angela Cannon-Crothers & Edgar
Brown
Note: Held at the Gell Center of the Finger Lakes.
A van will run from 740 University Ave (Writers &
Books) in Rochester leaving promptly at 8:00 a.m.
and returning at 5 p.m.

JY13-P10
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 22-26
$104 W&B members/$115 General Public
Instructor: Kitty Jospé

Outdoor Writer

Summertime, sunshine, green rolling hills, wildlife, and you!
Spend a week communing with the writer within you at our
retreat in the Bristol Hills. Explore with professional writers and
naturalists along the Finger Lakes Trail, and observe the natural
environment around you. We will try a variety of natural arts
activities, both ancient and modern. We will each create field
journals in which to sketch, write stories, dramatic monologues,
and poems probing the past, present, and future of the landscape, plants, and animals before us. Our favorite pieces will
be used to create an all-camp anthology. Please dress to hike,
and pack a bag lunch each day. If you have your own camera,
please bring that as well! An optional evening campfire circle
and sleepover will be held on Thursday.

Ages: 12-14

Cauldron of Fiction

JY13-F6
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Wendy Low
Why is so much fantasy set in some magical version of the
Middle Ages, with castles and cottages, princes and peasants,
knights and quests? Because the Middle Ages are fascinating!
We will study strong kingdoms of the actual 13th and 14th centuries in three cultures: England under Edward III, Mali (Central
West Africa) under Mansa Musa, and China under the first Ming
Emperor, Hong. Then we will develop our own fantastical kingdoms based on medieval elements and our imaginations. We’ll
draw maps, architecture, fashions, beasts, and plants. We’ll
know what classes of men and women exist and how each contributes to the common welfare. We’ll decide what the climate is
like, what our relations are like with neighbors, and what rules,
laws, and beliefs govern society. Finally, we’ll write stories from
our own well-imagined “Far Away and Long Ago.”

“It was really fun and helpful. I learned
some strategies for story writing. It
was nice to have some group brainstorming along with some individual
work.”
		

—SummerWrite participant

Poetry Sounds Out Art
Calling all poets who are inspired by the visual arts! Calling art
afficionados who love words! We will explore the way poetry
and art can have conversations with one another. Class activities will include the exploration of calligrams, calligraphy, artist/
poet collaborations, different writing techniques, and visits to
the Memorial Art Gallery to respond to art, ranging from “pop
art” and art in advertising, to “magic tricks” artists have used
throughout time to create effects. In addition, we’ll add sonic
elements to create lyric sound-poems, and play with placement
for visual language play. We will surprise words out of hiding in
subconscious layers by exploring rhythm of the line and fixed
forms such as the Ghazal, and Pantoum as well as creating our
own rules that govern rhyme.

Ages: 14 & up

Fellowship of the Ring
JY13-R18
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 22-26
$114 W&B Members/$125 General Public
Instructor: Cathy Buyer-Davis

Join Frodo, Samwise, Merry, Pip, Legolas, Gimley, Aragorn,
Gandalf the Grey and the rest of the fellowship as we follow the
journey of the One Ring through the texts and films. Themes
such as good versus evil, redemption, temptation, and fortitude
will all be discussed as we investigate the timeless classics
of the Lord of the Rings trilogy, and The Hobbit, along with
biographical information about their creator, J.R.R. Tolkien. Students will also be introduced to gaming, and various forms of
creative expression. Apps and websites such as animoto, wordpress, audioboo and weebly will be introduced for students to
explore. In addition students will spend one day at Bay Creek
Paddling for a kayaking adventure. Drop off and pick up will be
in Webster that day. Details will be provided in advance.

Ages: 14 & up

Writing the YA Novel

JY13-F4
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Robert Ricks
Have you ever felt that you could just scream from all the angst
of adolescence? Well, here is your chance. We will survey great
works of YA Fiction, such as The Catcher in the Rye and The
Outsiders, to learn where YA literature came from, and newer
works to see where it is going. You will share what you find
compelling about your favorite YA novels. Most importantly, you
will craft a YA story of your own. Whether you have a novel-inprogress, a short story to expand, or a fresh idea, this class is
for you. You can plumb the emotional depths and nuances you
see going on in teen life through a vivid character. You can use
your witty pen to skewer the ridiculous behavior of adults and
other teens who make life miserable. You might go on to win
the Printz Award for YA!

Learn to write impressive essays for admission applications, the
kind that wow admissions officers by what you say and how you
say it and that advertise you: creative, curious, intelligent, hardworking, involved. We will analyze the 6 options for the Common
Application personal essay and examine some common traps
each essay question can set for you. You should also bring any
specific essay questions from schools where you want to apply.
We will practice with the real thing and give each other feedback.
By Thursday, you will turn in or email a complete draft of an essay.
Follow-up feedback with the instructor will be scheduled individually for Friday.

JY13-R5
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 29-August 2
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Marna Rossi

Take part in wonderful magical adventures from the Magic
Tree House Merlin Mission series. Join Annie and Jack as they
solve problems, help people, and travel around the world and
through time. The Merlin Missions series is designed for the
slightly older, more advanced Magic Tree House fan! Through
our exploration of these books, we might visit China, the Swiss
Alps, or the Ancient Greece! Like Annie and Jack, we will learn
about the animals and people in each environment we visit. We
will read some of the stories and act out some of the scenes.
We’ll also plan a visit to the Eastman House Gardens to get a
chance to be one with nature, just like Annie and Jack! You will
have a chance to try your hand at art activities and present a
story or skit for family and friends on the last day.

WRITING PROMPT!
Think about something you’ve never done before. (Ridden on an airplane, pet a horse, eaten asparagus, etc.) Now imagine yourself doing it and write down everything you can think of about
the experience. What did it taste like? Feel like? Sound like? How did it make you feel?

“The best part was the exciting energy
of the class.” 					
			

—SummerWrite participant

Ages: 7-9

Field Guide to Sprites,
Goblins, and other Fairy
Folk
JY13-J3
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 29-August 2
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Angela Cannon-Crothers

Fairytales and Spiderwick are not the only recorders of Fantastical Notes and Observations. Through guided imagery and
visits to extraordinary local gardens, we will create our own
notebooks of magical beings. Our books can include character
sketches, interesting happenings in magical realms, and meanings associated with fantastic “appearances.” Learn and write
all you can about goblins, familiars, fairies, phookas, and other
magic folk and animals.

Ages: 9-12

Percy Jackson’s Magic Pen
JY13-R6
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 29-August 2
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructor: Wendy Low

Percy Jackson is mighty with his sword, and his creator, Rick
Riordan, is mighty with his pen. Uncover and try the methods
used to weave a siren spell on you as a reader! You must prepare by reading the first two books of the series. We will mine
them for models: of how to develop vivid characters, of how to
hold readers across chapter breaks, and of the benefits of borrowing story elements from past literature. We’ll craft beautiful
sentences and humorous wisecracks like those in Percy’s narration. Meanwhile, we’ll enjoy examining ancient Greek culture:
we’ll attempt some Greek literary forms, explore the Berkeley
Gallery of Ancient Art, try on tunics and helmets, design our
own hoplite shields, and concoct ambrosia! We will also look at
how we borrow from ancient Greece in our language, government, culture, architecture, and art—to see that ancient Greece
still lives, in us.

| TO REGISTER CALL 473-2590 X107

JY13-B1A
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 22-26
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Wendy Low

Magic Tree House Merlin
Mission Adventure Club
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Writing Your College
Admissions Essays
(section one)

Ages: 7-9

|

Ages: High School

WEEK 6 JULY 29- AUG 2
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WEEK 5 JULY 22-26

WEEK 6 JULY 29- AUG 2
Ages: 12-14

Ages: 14 & up

JY13-F5
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 29-August 2
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Melissa M. Slocum

JY13-F5B
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 29-August 2
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Melissa M. Slocum

Fabulism: Writing the
Absurd as Real

Do you like creating weird stories? Are you interested in odd
plots and characters and places that you don’t see in other
books? Do you like placing absurd things in real-life situations?
Then you’ll like fabulist writing where the weird enters our
human world. We will write strange stories where you could
have a person living with chickens or where trees talk to each
other. We will try different earthly settings and creatures to help
you build unique and absurd stories—each its own new form.
And we’ll read fabulist writers to see what other new ideas have
slipped through to the realm of writing.

Ages: teen
Ages: 12-14
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Comedy Improvisation
JY13-D3
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, July 29-August 2
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Julie Donofrio

Have you ever seen the television show Whose Line is it Anyway?
and thought, I’d like to do that? Here’s your chance! Comedy
improvisation is the art of acting without a script. You will try many
theater games, sometimes plugging in audience suggestions, with
the result being at best hilarious and at the least entertaining. In
this experiential workshop students will learn the craft of comedy
improvisation through playing warm-up and group-building
games, skill-building theater games, and finally the improv
sketches themselves. Students will enhance their communication
skills, creative problem-solving abilities, and boost confidence in
public speaking all while having fun in a supportive atmosphere
designed for experienced and inexperienced improvisers. Students
will learn to trust and support their fellow players and learn to
ask the audience for suggestions of how to create scenes, along
with brief characterization, projection, and timing. There will be a
presentation for friends and families on Friday.

Did you know?
We also offer school
break and Saturday
workshops!

Teen Theatre Workshop
JY13-D16
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, July 29-August 2
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructors: Alexa Scott-Flaherty &
Caedra Scott-Flaherty

How do you write a play? How does a play move from the page
to the stage? What is the role of the director in relation to the
playwright and the actors? In this collaborative class, you will
get to wear all three hats—playwright, actor, and director—as we create a series of short plays. After learning
techniques from a professional actress and published
playwright, you will write believable dialogue, create
memorable characters, stage entertaining scenes, and play
lots of theater games. This class will culminate in a final
performance.

WRITING PROMPT!
Think about your favorite toy. Describe
it in detail. Write down what makes it
special to you and why. Now write a
story or poem about it!

Teen Fabulism: Writing the
Absurd as Real
Do you like creating weird stories? Are you interested in odd
plots and characters and places that you don’t see in other
books? Do you like placing absurd things in real-life situations?
Would you define some of your writing as magical realism? Then
you’ll like fabulist writing where the weird enters our human
world. We will write strange stories where you could have a
person living with chickens or where trees talk to each other. We
will try different earthly settings and creatures to help you build
unique and absurd stories. If you have taken this class before,
then consider this teen version as a space to build upon stories
from previous summers to create longer pieces. If you are new
to fabulism, then this class will give you many ideas with which
to begin new stories.

Ages: 14 & up

My Own Monster

JY13-F19
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, July 29-August 2
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Lindsay Herko
This class is for teens who want to go deeper than the ship
captain haunts of folklore or the traditional spooks of Halloween, to instead mine what has really been scary in their world to
create refreshing writing that goes beyond genre expectations.
Together we will share ideas of the monsters we always wanted
to see on the page, investigating antique scares and shards of
fear from childhood. We will annhilate the feeling that legends of
white ladies are too spare and banish the thought that campfire
ghost stories never yield moments of wonder. Through oral storytelling, vision boarding and monster- based readings we will
become anthropologists of our monster’s embodiment, creating
our monsters in fictions and memoirs we will present at the
class’ end. We will also curate our space to represent a monster’s realm. The most important lesson is that our monster, our
horror, can be as broad as our imaginations.

WEEK 7 AUGUST 5-9
Ages: 8-11

Ages: 10-12

My Name in Print

Telling Tales: Cartooning &
Storywriting

JY13-M7
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 5-9
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: MJ Iuppa

All work and no play makes for a dull writer. Come stretch your
language brain in the Word Play Workshop. We will uncover
magic in words (the word “four” counts its own letters: 4),
learn to write anagrams and palindromes, and find many
words within one word. In small groups, we’ll play games such
as Boggle, Scrabble, and Hangman. We might pencil our way
through a word search, a crossword puzzle, or an acrostic. We
will learn some new words and adopt one or two “endangered”
words. We will stretch our vocabulary, improve our spelling, and
play with words by writing special kinds of poems, sketches,
riddles, tongue twisters, or short-short stories. We will walk
away with puzzles and facts we can use to amaze our friends
and families. Most of all, we will learn that words are the key
building blocks in all good writing, and have some “word-while”
fun along the way.

JY13-C1
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 5-9
$159 W&B Members/$175 General Public
NOTE: Meets at Century Club, 566 East Ave.
Instructor: Paul Jonasse

Cook up a storm and put together your own cookbook in this
busy, creative, and tasty workshop for budding young cooks
and writers. Taught by a chef who is also an English teacher,
this workshop will take place in a teaching kitchen. Participants will work from a full day’s menu—breakfast through
evening snack—cooking, eating, and discussing dishes for
one meal for each day. They will annotate and illustrate the
recipes (including their own creative variations), and do a bit
of taste-bud-tickling creative writing. Note: New Recipes!

Ages: 9-13

Writers & Cooks: Around the
World
JY13-C2
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 5-9
$159 W&B Members/$175 General Public
NOTE: Meets at Century Club, 566 East Ave.
Instructor: Paul Jonasse

Travel the world and put together your own cookbook in this
busy, creative, and tasty workshop for budding young cooks
and writers. Taught by a chef who is also an English teacher,
this workshop will take place in a teaching kitchen. Participants will journey through five cuisines—cooking, eating,
and discussing. They will annotate and illustrate the recipes
(including their own creative variations), and do some tastebud-tickling creative writing. Note: New Recipes!

“Our wallflower and our ham each
found a comfortable place to be.”
		

—parent of two SummerWrite participants

Ages: 12-14

Dumbledore’s Army

JY13-R19
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 5-9
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Cathy Buyer-Davis
Harry Potter fans unite! Celebrate your ever loyal Pottermania
with this course designed for the DA. Lessons will include
charms, divination, defense against the dark arts, potions,
and of course, Quidditch scrimmages. Explore the themes of
good versus evil, growing up, courage, grace under pressure
and friendship as we meet and celebrate all that is part of
the magical world of Harry Potter. Students will also create
Weebly and/or Wordpress accounts to blog or post fan fiction, based on student preference. In addition Dumbledore’s
Army will take a trip to the Memorial Art Gallery on a quest for
magical creatures.

Ages: 12-14

Supernatural Mysteries
JY13-F17
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 5-9
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Melissa M. Slocum

There are forces beyond our understanding, where weird
and creepy things happen during the midnight hours. The
supernatural is a realm which writers have been attempting to uncover with their words for hundreds of years. It
will be our job to create these strange phenomena from our
own imaginations. We’ll explore ghost stories, legends, and
the generally unexplainable. Your stories can be mysteries,
suspense, ghostly, science fiction, or anything involving the
unreal or unusual. Whatever your stories may be, the goal will
be solving your mysterious plots. This class will include a field
trip to Highland Park and Mt Hope Cemetery.

| TO REGISTER CALL 473-2590 X107

JY13-L2
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 5-9
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Donna Marbach

SUMMERWRITE 2013 CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

Word Play Workshop

Writers & Cooks: Menus for
Every Meal

|

Ages: 8-11

Ages: 9-13

In this exciting collaboration between Writers & Books and
the Creative Workshop, you’ll create your own characters and
explore your own story ideas while learning at the hand of a
master writer and a master artist. You’ll learn the tools of the
trade—how to illustrate an idea, choose a fitting style, and
draw things you don’t know how to draw—and learn the basics of plot, character and setting, all using juicy language. At
the end of the week, you’ll take home your own comic or story
book. Students will spend mornings at Writers & Books and
afternoons at the Creative Workshop and be walked by teachers between these sites during the lunch hour. Registration
will be handled by the Creative Workshop: (585) 276-8959
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Write, write, write! We will spend the first part of the course
producing poems, stories, journal entries, and creative essays
through imaginative writing prompts. Participants will be encouraged to try all genres, but will focus on the one(s) they feel
most passionately about. Toward the end of the week we will
work as a team to create our very own anthology. Participants
will learn to make the most of their writing by sharpening their
editing and revising skills. Then we will make all the decisions
necessary to create a book of our own. What will it look like?
How will it be organized? In the end, each participant will
receive a copy of the book they helped create.

ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, August 5-9
$250 W&B and MAG members/$265 general public
Instructors: Caedra Scott-Flaherty & John Kastner
To register, please call the Creative Workshop: (585)
276-8959

WEEK 7 AUGUST 5-9

WEEK 8 AUGUST 12-16

Ages: 14 & up

Like What You
See?

Finishing: The Art of
Completing Novels and
Short Stories

JY13-F10
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 5-9
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Melissa M. Slocum

Do you have trouble finishing some of your stories or
novels? You love the characters and the concepts, but you
just can’t think of a way to get to the end. In this class, we
will work on completing those pieces you’re stuck on. Feel
free to bring in fantasy stories, mysteries, dramas, teen
romance, or whatever genre interests you. Through many
writing exercises, you will generate new ideas to move your
words into well-rounded characters and more complete
plot arcs. Please bring with you at least two stories or
several novel chapters to work on.

Ages: 14 & up

14
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Editing and Publishing an
Online Literary Magazine
JY13-B3
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 5-9
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Nina Alvarez

Have you ever wanted to create an online magazine of
creative writing based on the topics and genres that interest you? This class will give you all the basics in how to
choose a concept, name, and layout for your magazine;
how to work with writers’ submissions, and how to edit and
promote your publication from your computer. This class
will be taught by Nina Alvarez, the administrator for Writers
& Books’ new teen literary magazine and we will learn how
the magazine works as well as how to become editors and
publishers of our own magazines.

Ages: 14 & up

Keep It Real

JY13-D5
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, August 5-9
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructor: Robert Ricks
Do you ever wish people would listen to what you have to
say? Come learn how to create believable characters based
on yourself, teens you know, or your ability to empathize
imaginatively with teens you don’t know. Tell the world
what it’s like to be on the front edge of adolescence. We’ll
read monologues (dramatic speeches) and scenes for
teens (including those written by other young people)
before writing our own. We’ll take risks while we learn
about acting, characterization, and voice. At the end of the
workshop, we’ll perform our own pieces or choose actors
from among us to let our characters speak from the stage
for an audience.

We also offer programs for adults.
Sign up for a family membership and
the whole family can benefit!

Ages: 8-11

Flash Fiction

JY13-F7
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 12-16
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Judy DeCroce
Flash fiction is a short form of writing in which every word
is essential. These stories have a rhythm and foundation
of character, setting, and plot. We will learn to hook the
reader quickly and then, through an unexpected twist,
leave the reader wanting more. In writing our own pieces,
we will analyze the power of words, and learn to be concise. Editing is a key component, as is feedback from peers
and the teacher.

Ages: 8-11

The Red Pyramid Magic
Readers’ Theater
JY13-R12
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 12-16
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Marna Rossi

In Ancient times, Egyptian magicians from the house of
life were trained to battle monsters, duel enemy sorcerers
and do combat with the gods. Carter and Sadie Kane are
descended from the most powerful Egyptian magicians.
When ancient gods are released into the modern world,
Carter and Sadie have the power to set things right. Join
them as they battle the forces of chaos. Find out how to be
a magician in the house of life. Learn about the power in Hieroglyphs. Experience suspense, myth and history, humor,
courage, and drama. As an Egyptian magician once said,
“Gods have great power, but only humans have creativity.”
Create your own magical characters. Act out parts of Book
1, The Red Pyramid, Book 2, The Throne of Fire and Book 3,
The Serpent’s Shadow. Learn about Ancient Egypt through
creative activities. Enact the magic of the Red Pyramid by
presenting an adapted version for family and friends on the
last day.

“I was reassured that I am not done
growing with my writing. The growing never even stops.”
			

—SummerWrite participant

Ages: 8-11

Poetry, Pottery, and Paper
JY13-A9
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, August 12-16
$225 W&B Members/$245 General Public
Instructors: MJ Iuppa & Kate Whorton

In this collaboration between Writers & Books and the Genesee Center for the Arts and Education, you’ll have a unique
opportunity to merge visual arts with creative writing. You
will use a press mold to create a ceramic book, write potteryinspired poems, interview real artists, make paper, and use a
letterpress. This workshop will be a real hands-on experience
taught by professional artists and writers at both the Genesee
Center for the Arts (on Monroe Ave in the old fire station) and
at Writers & Books (on University Ave in the old police station)! On Friday there will be an art show and poetry reading
for your friends and families.

WEEK 8 AUGUST 12-16

WEEK 9 AUGUST 19-23

Ages: 12-14

Ages: 14 & up

Ages: 8-11

JY13-D13
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, August 12-16
$255 W&B Members and RCSM students
/$275 General Public
Instructor: Esther Rogers with Alexa Scott-Flaherty
& Annette Ramos

$104 W&B Members/$115 General Public
Instructor: Kitty Jospé

JY13-R10B
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 19-23
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Cathy Buyer-Davis

JY13-M18
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 12-16
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Nina Alvarez

Come together with like-minded teens to learn about the
process of mapping out a story as a group, like television
writers do. Once we get comfortable with each other, we
will learn how to write collaboratively, each developing our
own characters and having them interact with each other to
create storylines and scripts. This class is a lot of fun and
will help you learn how to use storytelling logic while testing your ideas against a room of your peers.

		

—SummerWrite participant

SummerWrite Mad-Lib!
This summer, I’m going to have a (1)_______________ time at SummerWrite.
I’m going to write a story about a (2)______________ kid who was born in
(3)______________ and has to (4)_______________ (5)________________.
The story will be very popular and everyone will say I am the next
(6)_________________.
I will also write a (7)____________ poem about (8)________________. This summer
will be cooler than a (9)___________ eating (10)___________.
1. adjective			
2. adjective			
3. foreign country		
4. action verb			
5. mythical creature		

6. famous author
7. adjective
8. name of friend
9. animal
10. cold food.

WRITING PROMPT!
Imagine that you are awarded a special trip: you can go one place anywhere in the world and do anything you want for
two weeks. Also, you can bring three other people with you. Who do you pick and where do you go? Use juicy details to
show what happens on your trip.

| TO REGISTER CALL 473-2590 X107

Teleplay: A Collaborative
Story Writing Class

“I valued sharing my stories and having
my peers expand them. The results of our
teamwork were often amazing.”

SUMMERWRITE 2013 CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

Ages: 14 & up

Re-visit the world of Hogwarts with old friends, and make new
ones in this program for Harry Potter fans. During the week,
we’ll be sorted, enjoy a round of Quidditch, play some Harry
Potter inspired Muggle games, create House t-shirts, visit the
gardens at the George Eastman House for an herbology lesson,
and have a great time getting together with other fans in real
life, and in stories inspired by the original series. Spin a tale
with Beedle the Bard, learn a bit about Quidditch through the
ages, mix up some potions, and join in our magical world here
at Writers & Books.

|

In this unique collaboration between Writers & Books and
the Rochester Contemporary School of Music, students will
have the opportunity to be the writers, musicians, performers, and co-creators of their own dramatic work. The week
will begin with an exploration of visual arts outdoors in
the Neighborhood of the Arts. Using inspiration from what
they discover students will begin to build their own piece of
performance-oriented work. With the direction of cellist Esther Rogers, actor/director Alexa Scott-Flaherty, and poet/
storyteller Annette Ramos, young musicians, actors, and
writers will come together to build a unique project while
also developing skills in performance, group communication, musicianship, acting, writing, sensitivity, creativity,
and improvisation. Each day will be spent in creative exercises and games, as well as guided instruction in the areas
of music, writing, and acting, not to mention just plain fun
creating the group’s own performance. Come and be part of
a complete creative transformation from the very first idea
to a final performance at the end of camp! Students should
come with a discipline in mind that they want to focus on
(music, acting, or writing) but should be willing to try all
three disciplines. Musicians must have at least one year of
music lessons or two years of ensemble at school. Camp
will be held at Writers & Books.

This course will profit from the Memorial Art Gallery inside
and out! Inside, we will explore Ekphrasis — responding
to painting and sculpture through words. Outside, as part
of ArtWalk, Poets’ Walk and Story Walk are now open on
the sidewalks around the Memorial Art Gallery. There are
single words (story walk) and phrases and lines of poems
(Poet’s Walk) embedded in the sidewalk. We will explore
what happens to words carved on a block of space —
consider them alone, grouped into various patterns, the
size, the font, where they are located, the influence of
weather, associations. In addition poems can be heard in
their entirety, often as read by the poet, by dialing a special
code. Students will brainstorm ideas about what kind
of space writing and art provide as well as examine the
technical skills of line and stanza break, spaces between
words, and the effects on rhythm. We will spend the week
exploring how the elements of art relate to the elements of
writing.

15

Imagination Collaboration

Writing Spaces/Art Spaces Harry Potter Fan Fare
JY13-A13
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 12-16
(section two)

WEEK 9 AUGUST 19-23
Ages: 12-14

Step Into Fantasy

JY13-F12
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 19-23
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Nina Alvarez

Ages: 8-11

Meet the Magic Dragon

16
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JY13-M3
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 19-23
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Donna Marbach

Ready to try publishing your writing or artwork? Each participant will complete and submit one or more pieces of writing
and/or art to The Magic Dragon or Stone Soup, children’s art
and literary magazines, by the end of the week. Actual publication can’t be guaranteed, but special attention will be given
to reviewing guidelines and procedures for submission. Already have ideas? You should come to this course with strong
interest and good skills in writing and/or illustration, and are
welcome to bring in projects you’ve already started. Ready
to work in a more advanced setting? Most class work will be
done independently with one-on-one guidance. You’ll also
be introduced to a variety of two-dimensional art techniques
(e.g. tissue paper mosaics, printmaking, pastels, poster paint,
scratchboard) to help you select a project to complete and
prepare for submission. At the end, we’ll gather samples of
everyone’s work to put into a limited edition souvenir chapbook anthology of class projects.

Ages: 12-14

Theatre of the Oppressed
JY13-D12
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 19-23
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Henry Padrón

We will learn about the Theatre of the Oppressed developed
by Brazilian Augusto Boal. Boal, a theater practitioner, and
Paulo Freire, an educator, are two leaders in their respective
fields whose work centers around creating social change. We
will use our own stories to create scenes based on specialized theater games that help us understand how to address
such issues as bullying, texting, teens, power plays, gender
issues, school, family, and whatever else the group decides
to pursue. We will focus on creating three scenes using Image
Theatre, Forum Theatre, and Invisible Theatre. Each of these
involves the audience as “spect-actors” who are drawn into
the piece and given a chance to voice their opinions. This
will be a wonderful exploration into ourselves and into the
issues of society in a trusting, supportive, and caring environment.

Are you an avid reader or writer of fantasy fiction? This
class is for you! Thoughtful writing exercises will work
in succession to build the basics of a fantastical story:
character, setting, plot, magic, and the internal logic of a
made-up world. All these pieces will come together to form
a story that readers can step into. We’ll examine popular
fantasy novels and films as examples. You’ll draft your own
stories and receive feedback for revision. You’ll even learn
secret story elements that will keep readers coming back
for more! At the end of the week we’ll publish a collection
of the class’ stories!

Ages 12-14

Walden Pond Goes Urban
JY13-G5
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, August 19-23
$198 W&B Members/$220 General Public
Instructors: Almeta Whitis & Angela CannonCrothers

Take nature walks... in the city! Hone your powers of
observation; notice the vibrant natural world in our own
urban neighborhood. Read and discuss excerpts from Thoreau’s Walden and engage in nature writing. Field trips will
include natural environments of the neighborhood: George
Eastman House gardens, RMSC’s herb garden, Memorial Art Gallery sculpture garden, Poetry Walk and a local
community garden. Participate in writing, reflection, nature
walks, and making paper, ink and natural dyes. Students
will write, illustrate, and create collage and ink print pieces
from their personal sense impressions, memory, and nature
experiences to compile a hand-bound journal.

“I got a lot accomplished, grew as a
writer and reader, and made a lot of
friends.”
		

—SummerWrite participant

Ages: teen

Remix: Words & Music

JY13-M19
ALL DAY: 9 am-4 pm, August 19-23
$255 W&B Members and RCSM students
/$275 General Public
Instructors: Esther Rogers & Lindsay Herko
Calling musicians or writers or teens who consider themselves to be both! How do you make your guitar, harmonica, viola or oboe talk and say a poetic word like…artichoke?
Do you often write to a musical pattern in your head and
long to make it audible alongside your writing? This collaborative class with Rochester Contemporary School of
Music is for teens who have wanted to have spoken words
in their musical compositions or musical sounds in their
writing. Here you can create your own compositions for
instruments and written words alongside other musicians
and writers, while we explore our native relationships to
sound and the stream consciousness. We will do guided
exercises in text painting, rhythm and improvisational
composition, as well as investigate our favorite playlists to
see how they sync up to our self-narratives or are similar in
tone to the pieces we long to write. Teens will assess how
creating alongside certain text or sounds can free or bind
our creative process while becoming nimble at making their
instruments/words best support and express meaning. The
final day of class will be held at Rochester Contemporary
School of Music (on Grove Street in Pittsford) with each
teen making a studio recording of their mixed sound and
word composition. For musicians only: a minimum of 2
years of lessons or three years of ensemble is required.

WRITING PROMPT!

Write a poem or story using at least five
of the following words: chair, sparkling,
moon, bubblegum, can-opener, ravenous,
cat, weeping willow, water, mud, café,
family, swimming pool, race car, terrified,
roller coaster, classroom, hamster. Be
creative and have fun!

WEEK 10 AUGUST 26-30
JY13-V2
ALL DAY: 9 am-3:30 pm, August 26-30
$208 W&B Members/$228 General Public
You know you love to write. It’s the end of the summer
Instructor: Joshua Bloodworth, Beth Lane, & Rajesh
and school is starting. Here’s a class that will reinvigorate Barnabas

Ages: 8-12

Young Storytellers

JY13-M20
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 26-30
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Judy DeCroce
The art of storytelling is important for confidence in any
presentation. This class will introduce skills needed to
perform and keep an audience attentive. We will practice
a variety of techniques to deliver a story: voice, body
language, and facial expressions. We will learn to really
make a story come alive in the telling. With help from the
instructor students will choose the stories they learn to
tell. At the end of the week we’ll show off our new skills in
a final presentation for our family and friends.

Over the course of this week-long class, students transform
into cast and crew to make their own short movie based on
a Newbery award-winning book. You will learn how to run
cameras, set up lights, operate audio equipment, direct and
edit. Oh, did we mention you’d be the writers and directors of
the movie too? We’ll have a red carpet premier for family and
friends on the last day of camp and the finished movie will be
submitted to the 90-second Newbery national film fest held in
November. Find out more about the film fest at http://jameskennedy.com/90-second-newbery/

“ I really enjoy being
able to be creative
with my friends.”
		

—SummerWrite

		

participant

JY13-B1B
AFTERNOONS: 1 pm-4 pm, August 26-30
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Wendy Low
Learn to write impressive essays for admission applications,
the kind that wow admissions officers by what you say and
how you say it and that advertise you: creative, curious, intelligent, hard-working, involved. We will analyze the 6 options
for the Common Application personal essay and examine some
common traps each essay question can set for you. You should
also bring any specific essay questions from schools where
you want to apply. We will practice with the real thing and give
each other feedback. By Thursday, you will turn in or email
a complete draft of an essay. Follow-up feedback with the
instructor will be scheduled individually for Friday.

SummerWrite Crossword
| TO REGISTER CALL 473-2590 X107

your writing brain and help you keep writing throughout
the year! Learn to finish the stories and poems you start
and to keep a journal of observations and ideas. Look at
famous people’s creative journals and learn new uses for
your own journal. End the summer with a writing extravaganza! Take home the inspiration and techniques to keep
you going!

Writing Your College
Admissions Essays
(section two)

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Famous author of
Romeo and Juliet
5. SummerWrite is lots of
____!
6. Last name of a famous
boy wizard
7. Once Upon a ________
9. Percy Jackson goes to
Camp _______
10. In what city is
SummerWrite/Writes &
Books?

2. Book Title: The
________Games
3. What you use to write
with
4. SummerWrite’s
yummiest class is Writers
& _______
8. Jack and Annie go on
lots of adventures in the
______ Tree House

SUMMERWRITE 2013 CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

JY13-J5
MORNINGS: 9 am-Noon, August 26-30
$99 W&B Members/$110 General Public
Instructor: Wendy Low

Produce a 90-second
Newbery Movie!

Ages: high school

|

Write On!		

Ages: 13-16
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Ages: 8-12

Instructors
Nina Alvarez is a playwright, fiction writer, and

poet. She works as a freelance editor through her literary
consultancy Dream Your Book. She helps writers develop and
submit nonfiction book proposals and fiction manuscripts to
agents. She also helps writers self-publish their work. Nina
offers workshops to adults and teens and has taught collegelevel composition and literature. She has a master’s degree
in English from the University at Albany (2003). Her first play
The Life of Leo Wool is being produced by the GRRC in Spring
2013.

Rajesh Barnabas is a media producer and former

city school district teacher who works on a variety of youth
and media production projects in his job with Rochester
Community Television.

Sally Bittner Bonn is a poet, performer, and teaching

artist with a BFA in Theatre from Syracuse University. She
has taught and/or performed in over 50 venues throughout
western New York and southern California. She has published
three chapbooks and her poems have been included in
several anthologies. Sally is the Director of Youth Education
and Community Outreach at Writers & Books. She lives in
Rochester with her husband and son.
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Joshua Bloodworth is an accomplished video editor

and producer at RCTV-15, and a certified user of Apple Final
Cut Pro 6 software. Bloodworth teaches youth and adult
classes at RCTV-15 and has produced the Youth Voice One
Vision TV program in partnership with the City Bureau of
Recreation for many years.

Edgar Brown received his BFA in Furniture Design and

Master in Art Education from RIT. He has taught art at the
middle and high school level for the last ten years, while also
teaching nature observation and wilderness skills to youth
and adult groups.

Cathy Buyer-Davis is enthusiastically looking
forward to her third SummerWrite season. Last year, she was
fortunate enough to teach Read Around the World as well as
Realistic Fiction: Diary of a ????? Kid, Harry Potter Fanfare and
Fancy Words with Fancy Nancy. Cathy holds a BS in English
Education, as well as a MLS from SUNY Buffalo with dual
certification in Public and School Libraries. She has been a
Librarian with the Rochester City School District since 1996
and loves bringing writing, books,and children together.
Along with her time in the RCSD and Writers & Books, she has
worked for Syracuse University as an adjunct instructor, and
is trained in literacy education. She lives with her elevenyear-old son Ben—a long time Writers & Books camper—her
husband Brian, and two dachshunds.
Angela Cannon-Crothers is an environmental

educator, author, and writer with degrees in science and
education. She publishes articles on nature and parenting
as well as short stories. Her fiction has appeared in Stone
Canoe and LadyBug and her true stories have appeared in the
anthologies A Mile In Her Boots: Women Who Work in the Wild
(Solas Hous, 2006) and The Ultimate Bird Lover (2010). She
is the author of The Wildcrafter (a novel), Grape Pie Season (a
children’s story), and is the recipient of several poetry awards.
Cannon-Crothers is the recipient of the 2010 Writers & Books
Big Pencil Award for Teacher of Young People.

Tracy Cretelleis a teacher, a coach for English

Language Learners, a poet, a grant writer, a ghost writer,
and an editor. She has a B.S. in English from Brockport
and an M.E. from Nazareth in TESOL (teacher of English as
a second language). She has traveled to Russia to teach
English. Her writing has been published in The Sodus
Sun, Nazareth College Consortium TESOL Journal and
she was the ghostwriter for the Ebook Unsung Heroes
by Dominic. She best enjoys helping young people learn
English through creative writing. Tracy is also currently
seeking publishers for her children’s books and YA novel. In
addition Tracy has spent many years teaching puppetry and
dialog to young people around Rochester. She is looking
forward to her first teaching experience at Writers & Books.

Judy DeCroce is an educator and professional

storyteller who has taught and entertained for over 25
years. Her technique is “first person” storytelling—being
the characters in each story. As a writer she has been
honing her craft for 7 years and is preparing a manuscript
for publication. As an instructor she has helped students
“flash” their writing, creating shorter pieces and adding a
hook and a twist, making it flash fiction.

Julie Donofrio has been making people laugh for
years, sometimes on purpose. She began performing at an
early age, appearing in her first commercial when she was
3. More recently, she’s been working as a comedian and
improv actor, doing stand-up everywhere from New York
City comedy clubs to area colleges to the beverage tent at
the Monroe County Fair. She was part of the comedy improv
troupes Some Assembly Required and At Least We’re Not
Mimes, and was an original member of the sketch comedy
troupe Urban Legends League. She has performed at the
Toronto Fringe Festival and her television credits include a
guest-starring role in the pilot “Finding Fabulous.” Julie is
also a children’s entertainer and educator. She has worked
with Cub Scouts, Young Audiences of Rochester, and at
MCC, as well as many other children’s organizations.
Dan Herd has taught outdoor skills and ecology in the

Catskills and in Pennsylvania. He is an Eagle Scout who has
earned his Wilderness Survival merit badge. Dan received
his Bachelor’s degree in English from Penn State. He is
on staff at Writers & Books as its Program Associate and
Bookkeeper.

Lindsay Herko is a writer, visual artist, and social

explorer. A childhood love for atlases has led her to
explore ancient Cyprus and volcanic Iceland, yet she loves
Rochester, NY very deeply. She annually organizes the cityand-love celebrant Lake Ontario Love Parade on Charlotte
Pier. Her love for Anne of Green Gables brought her to
Prince Edward Island this past November, invigorating her
interest in how landscapes affect writers and stimulating
her to finish a novel in one week’s time. A 2012 graduate of
the MFA program at the University of Notre Dame, Lindsay
also produced a short story collection Air Hunger and
became interested in creating accompanying story-songs.
She was also the managing editor of the Notre Dame
Review.

M.J. Iuppa has been successfully teaching poetry and

creative writing workshops to students ages 8-89 since
1986. She is the Writer-in-Residence and Director of the Arts
Minor Program at St. John Fisher College where she received
the Part-Time Faculty Award for Teaching Excellence, 2000,
and The Father Dorsey Award, 2000-2001 and 2002-2003.
Over 300 of her poems have appeared in small press,
university, and national publications, including Poetry,
Yankee, Press, and New Letters. Her chapbooks include
Sometimes Simply (1996), Temptations (2001), and Greatest
Hits 1986-2001 (2002). Her first full-length poetry collection
is Night Traveler (2003). Her poetry was nominated for the
Pushcart Prize in 1998, 2001, and 2002. She has an MA
in Creative Writing from SUNY Brockport and an MFA in
Creative Writing from Pacific Lutheran University.

Paul Jonasse cooked professionally at several local

restaurants before deciding to change careers and return to
college. He currently teaches English at his alma mater, East
High School. Paul is passionate about traveling the world
and learning about other cultures through their people,
literature, and food. He has led classes at W&B for eight
years, and holds an MS in Education from SUNY Brockport,
as well as a BA in English from the University of Rochester.

Marsha Jones has been working in journalism,

communications, and marketing for more than 25 years.
Her writing has appeared in a variety of places including
Rochester Business Magazine, The Insider, The Buffalo
Challenger, and Women In Motion. Her fiction has been
published in various anthologies as well such as Visions and
Viewpoints: Voices of the Genesee Valley and COMPEER’s
The Healing Power of Friends. For the last two years Marsha
has been teaching word games and creative writing to
students at the Sully Library. When she is not writing,
Marsha can be found as an artist-in-residence at Mood
Makers Books’ Black Theatre program.

Kitty Jospé holds an MA in French Literature from
New York University (1984) and an MFA in creative writing,
Poetry, from Pacific University, Oregon (2009). Her passion
for teaching and enthusiasm for the arts is nourished by her
work as a docent at the Memorial Art Gallery and also by
performance. Although she is a published poet, her joy lies
in inspiring others through the music of words.
Jennifer Kellogg is a registered yoga teacher with
the Yoga Alliance. A Rochester native, Jenny grew up taking
creative writing classes at Writers & Books and School of the
Arts. While finishing her Ph.D. in Modern Greek Literature,
Jenny enjoys writing poetry and making jam.
Pam Kincheloe is an associate professor of English at
RIT/NTID, where she teaches courses in writing, literature,
and cultural studies, as well as topics in Deaf studies.
She has many years of experience working with the precollege crowd as well, from poetry workshops she gave
in the public schools in Rome, Georgia, to providing tours
as a docent to kids K-6 at the Memorial Art Gallery here in
Rochester. She recently gave a paper on ASL poetry at the
Modern Language Association, and is currently working on
two book proposals on the subject of cochlear implants.

Instructors

Donna Marbach’s poetry, fiction, and non-fiction have
been published in a variety of anthologies and periodicals.
She has served as editor for the national monthly writer’s
magazine ByLine, and for FootHills Publishing, a small poetry
press. She co-founded Pensimientos, a bilingual literary
magazine by and for middle school students in Guadalajara,
Mexico. She is also a co-founder and past president of
Just Poets, Inc., a not-for-profit organization dedicated
to the celebration of poetry and poets (www.justpoets.
org). Her work has appeared in Blueline, Hazmat Review,
Homestead Review, Quercus Review, The MacGuffin, The
Red Wheelbarrow, The Pearl, and more. She has also been a
featured poet in The Centrifugal Eye and selected to be among
the poets featured in Rochester’s Poet Walk. In 2010 Donna
co-authored Twisted Pair with Dave Tilley and is currently
on the advisory board of the children’s magazine The Magic
Dragon, for which she writes a column on poetry and other
creative writing. She is also a visual artist.
Carol McMahon is a middle school teacher in the
Williamson Central School District where she has taught
Enrichment, Reading, Social Studies and English for
seventeen years. Carol is an avid reader and writer herself
with several poems published in journals and anthologies as
well as a chapbook, On Any Given Day, published by FootHills
Publishing. Carol is currently working on her MFA in Creative
Writing from the Rainier Writing Workshop. As a former
Theatre Arts major Carol enjoys not only reading and writing
poetry but bringing the written word out into the light through
spoken word performances.

Esther Rogers, a Rochester native, has been playing
cello since the age of six. Esther earned a Bachelor of
Music from the Hartt School, University of Hartford and
a Master of Music from San Francisco Conservatory of
Music. She also spent one year studying Collaborative
Leadership at the Guildhall School of Music and Drama
in London, England. Esther has studied and performed
with internationally renowned musicians in the classical
field throughout the United States and in Italy. As a cellist
Esther plays experimental and contemporary music, as
well as Bach and traditional chamber music. Esther is an
innovative leader who asks questions about process, intent
and progress, and collaborates with artists in different
genres including dance, theatre, visual arts, and writing.
She works as a freelance cellist, teaches cello and chamber
music, and guides group composition and collaboration
as a teacher/facilitator. Esther loves to work in her garden
and hike in the Adirondack Mountains. Her website is
erogerscello.com.
Marna Rossi, PhD, is a storyteller and workshop
leader who helps young people become more expressive
through storytelling, poetry, and drama. In addition to
her work at W&B, she has designed and taught programs
for the University of Rochester’s Girls’ Science, Math, and
Computer Camp; the Urban League Teen Program; the
YMCA; and church youth programs. She has performed
with the Storytelling Guild of Rochester. Rossi has also
taught child and adolescent development at Nazareth
College and RIT. She is the recipient of the Writers &
Books’ 2011 Big Pencil Award for inspiring the creation and
appreciation of literature in young people.

Caedra Scott-Flaherty is the recipient of the
2008 RRofihe Trophy Award for short fiction. She read
at the 2010 Brooklyn Book Festival, and her fiction has
appeared in One Story, Open City, Avery: An Anthology of
New Fiction, Slice Magazine, and New England Review. She
is a graduate of the MFA program at New York University,
and received a BA from Brown University. Recently, she
was awarded a residency at the Millay Colony for the Arts.
She teaches creative writing and yoga to both children and
adults in non-traditional settings, such as museums and
rehabilitation centers.
Melissa M. Slocum is a writer, teacher, and
editor. She is currently working on a novel. For many years
she has traveled the world to explore cultures, writing,
people, places, and nature. She brings this experience to
her teaching to instill passion for words and the idea that
we can all change the world with our writing. Melissa first
entered the doors at Writers & Books as an intern helping
with SummerWrite. It is interesting and truly satisfying to
her that her writing has come full circle with W&B.
Kate Whorton is the Director of the Genesee
Pottery at the Genesee Center for the Arts and Education
in Rochester. She received her Masters in Art Education
and her BFA in Sculpture from the University of Southern
Mississippi. She moved to Rochester several years ago. Her
husband teaches creative writing at SUNY Brockport, and
they live with their two daughters in Brighton.
Almeta Whitis is a storyteller, performer and
teaching artist, whose emphasis is on respecting cultural
connections. Her experience includes being an elementary,
middle school and high school teacher and faculty
member of SUNY Brockport’s Theater Department and
Dance Department Chair with ALLOFUS Art Workshop, a
community outreach program of Memorial Art Gallery and
University of Rochester. In 1999-2000, National Endowment
for the Arts and Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation awarded her
“Most Skilled and Experienced Community Artist.” In 1993,
she received from Governor Mario Cuomo the Decade of
the Child Award for “her valuable sensitive work with the
children and families of New York State.” Her debut YA
novel was released in 2012.
Jason Yungbluth is the creator and publisher of
two comic book series, Deep Fried and Weapon Brown. He
is a regular contributor to MAD Magazine, and is most well
known for his gruesome Scooby Don’t strips. His work has
been published in newspapers across the country, and he
is an adjunct professor at RIT where he teaches cartooning.
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coach, taught the first youth class at Writers & Books in the
1980s and grew the SummerWrite program through two
decades. She stepped back from administering to devote
more time to writing, editing, and teaching. Her poems,
stories, and essays have been published in HazMat Review,
Desperate Acts, Napalm Health Spa, Rochester Woman, The
Democrat and Chronicle, and several anthologies, and she has
performed original work in spoken word venues throughout
the area.

School District, the Department of Parks and Recreation,
Kuumba Consultants, and Writers & Books for over 14
years teaching theater and creative writing. In 2003, he
was awarded the Writers & Books Teacher of Young People
award and over the years he has received numerous
awards from Rochester youth-based organizations. He has
a strong commitment to the development of young minds,
artistically and socially. Mr. Ricks’ first novel Mastermind
was released nationally in January 2006. His second novel
was completed mid-2010. Both books are about inner-city
youth, though written for adults. He has collaborated with
young people on several stage plays and books of short
stories and poems. Mr. Ricks doesn’t only help young
people develop artistically, but he challenges them to
stretch their minds, to think outside the box, and when
necessary change the box.

at Writers & Books. She moved back to Rochester four
years ago from New York City where she was an actress,
theatre artist, and producer. She is a proud member of
Labyrinth Theatre Company in New York City, where Philip
Seymour Hoffman served as Artistic Director. There she
workshopped over 36 new plays each year for six years.
She also worked as an actress with the Royal Shakespeare
Company of London and The Shakespeare Theatre in
Washington, D.C. Alexa has also worked with young people
teaching acting and creative writing for over 10 years.
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Wendy Low, freelance writer, editor, and creative writing

Robert Ricks has worked with the Rochester City

Alexa Scott-Flaherty is the Development Director
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Debra Eileen Lewis holds a B.A. from Hobart
and William Smith Colleges with a major in The Arts and
Education. Through this interdisciplinary major, Debra
explored the role of creativity in human growth and
development and in education, focusing specifically on
creative writing. Debra’s first love is fiction and she is
currently working on her first young adult novel. She is
also a writer of picture books, poetry, and non-fiction, and
has worked in journalism. Besides being a writer, Debra is
a licensed massage therapist, a photographer, a painter, a
dancer, and a gardener.

Henry Padrón is a bilingual poet and musician who
teaches elementary school. Henry has been a visiting
artist in the Rochester City School District, Rundel Library,
and Geneseo/Brockport Migrant Education Programs.
He has worked with the Summer Fun program at The
Strong Museum. He was the first youth board member
of Genesee Ecumenical Ministries. He has also served
as a board member of Puerto Rican Festival, Spanish
Action Coalition, Action for a Better Community, Young
Audiences, and currently the Frederick Douglas Club. He is
a founding member of the Puerto Rican Youth Development
and Resource Center, the Spanish Action Coalition, the
National Council on Puerto Rican Rights, Salmorejo Poetry/
Percussion Ensemble, and Borinquen Dance Company. He
has volunteered extensively in the local community.
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Beth Lane is a second-year graduate student at
Rochester Institute of Technology in the School of Film and
Animation. She is known in the RIT community as an avid
screenwriter, producer and cinematographer. Beth has
assisted at RCTV and other youth programs for the last two
summers and enjoys teaching film and media skills.

things to know
Group Size and Instructor Ratio: Workshops are limited to a total
enrollment of 12 or 14 with the exception of a few specific classes.
Most workshops are led by one adult writer and one high school or college apprentice.
What to Bring: Unless otherwise noted in the description, all you need is a

pen and paper, and lunch if you’re staying all day. Please leave cell phones and other
electronic devices at home or turned off completely and tucked in a backpack or bag.

Food: Participants bring their own lunches. Snacks and water are provided for
breaks.

Choose Full Days or Half Days: Workshops offered are either half

days or full days. A morning workshop may be combined with an afternoon workshop
for a full day of programming. Students staying all day will be supervised during the
lunch hour, from noon-1:00.

Supervision and Hours: Participants must be checked in and signed out.
Supervision by staff and instructors is provided continuously from 8:45–4:15 p.m. Any
student arriving earlier than 8:45 or departing later than 4:15 is expected to register
for, and pay for, extended care.
Extended Care: Extended care is available if a child must arrive more than 15

| TO REGISTER SEE PAGE 21
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Map & Directions: Writers & Books
is located at 740 University Avenue between
Merriman Street and Atlantic Avenue in the
Neighborhood of the Arts.

Where to Park: There is parking

Mornings: JY13-EA (plus week number [1-10].) 		
Use the letter B for April Break
7:30 arrival = $45/ week.
8:00 arrival = $30/week.

in our lot, which is entered from University Avenue or Atlantic Avenue. Parking
is also available on the streets surrounding W&B. Please be aware of signs for
parking restrictions. If you wish to park
close to the entrance, we suggest arriving
early to ensure that a space is available in
our lot. Please do not park directly in front of our door as this blocks our handicap
accessible ramp.

Afternoons: JY13-EP (plus week number [1-10].) 		
Use the letter B for April Break
5:00 departure = $30/week.
5:30 departure = $45/week.

Referral Program: The highest form of flattery is referring your friends
to us! You could earn a $10 credit toward SummerWrite for each new child you refer
to us. Just be sure your friend mentions your name when registering. Questions?
Call or email us: 473-2590 x107, office@wab.org.

minutes before class begins or stay more than 15 minutes after class is over. We need
to know your extra care needs at least two weeks in advance to be sure we can fill
your request. Payment is based by the week:
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Facilities: Our beautiful 1903 building on ArtWalk in the Neighborhood of the
Arts is fully wheelchair accessible, with four
sun-lit, air-conditioned workshop rooms
and a computer lab. We use our landscaped
grounds and the playground next door for
outdoor time over lunch. In addition, daily
playground break-time or other outdoor activities are scheduled for each group. Some
classes also take place at our Gell Center of
the Finger Lakes, a 24-acre nature retreat.

Registration: Mail or fax the form on page 21. To register by phone call 473-

2590 x107. If you have questions about class content, please call Sally Bittner Bonn
at (585) 473-2590 x109.

Field Trips and Final Presentations: Many workshops take advantage of arts institutions close by, such as George Eastman House and the Memorial
Art Gallery. Many use dramatic arts as well. Most workshops end with a presentation
on Friday, and/or a group publication.

Payment: Full payment for each workshop, for each participant, plus membership
fee if due, is required at time of initial registration.

Withdrawal Policy: A full refund is given in the event that W&B must cancel a class. If you withdraw up to three business days before the first day of a class,
W&B will give a full refund. Within three business days of a class, W&B will refund
50% or give a full credit toward another class. After the first class and up to the day
of the second class, W&B will refund 50% or give a pro-rated credit. After the second
class there will be no refunds or credits.
Cancellation Procedure: In the rare event that a class has to be canceled due to low enrollement or other unforeseeable circumstances, you will be notified a minimum of one week before the scheduled start of the class.

Books in the Mail! New Membership Level: The Turning
Pages Reader’s Circle is a unique way of discovering books while also supporting Writers & Books programs. Four times each year a surprise book will arrive
in your mailbox. Also, throughout the year there will be exclusive events that will
illuminate the selections and provide opportunities to meet other Reader’s Circle
Members. Call us at 473-2590 x107 to find out more! Details on website at end of
March.
Scholarships: Writers & Books is committed to making our programs available to all members of the community. We offer partial and full scholarships based
on need. Visit www.wab.org for an application or contact Sally Bittner Bonn with
questions: sallyb@wab.org.

SummerWrite
T-Shirts!
$12 each
design printed on a
light blue short sleeve t-shirt*
All proceeds go to the
SummerWrite
scholarship fund.

PROGRAM REGISTRATION
PARTICIPANT NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

TELEPHONE (DAYTIME)

ZIP

(EVENING)

I am already a Member!
YES I want to become a Member!

 Yes, I want to join a community of readers & writers. Create,
upgrade, or renew my membership today! (Your Membership
entitles you to a discount today!)
$25 Student		
$100 Patron
$40 Individual		
$250 Turning Pages Readers Circle
$65 Household
$500 Champion

Annual Fund

Yes, I (also) want to contribute to the Annual Fund and support
W&B’s good work in this community!

EMAIL (PARENT)

Poet: up to $99
Essayist: $100–$249
Novelist: $250–$499
			

EMAIL (STUDENT, IF APPLICABLE)

Publisher: $500–$999
Ampersand Giving Circle
Muse $1,000-24,999
Godsend $25,000+

Registration for both Morning and Afternoon Youth
Classes in a single week = full day supervision. Extended
care available by arrangement.

Education Fund

Each participant needs a separate form. For additional
forms, visit us on the web (www.wab.org)
or call (585) 473-2590 x 107.

I got this catalog (check one) through the mail
by picking it up at _____________________

$__________ ($110 supports one child for a week)

*

_____child small (6-8)
_____child medium (10-12)
_____child large (12-14)

START DATE

FEE

MEMBERSHIP FEES (if applicable)

$ __________________

C.

ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTION (if applicable) $ ___________

D.

T SHIRT ORDER

E.

REFERRAL CREDIT

F.

GRAND TOTAL

G.

$__________________
--$__________________
$ ________________
*

$ _________________

H. REFERRED BY _________________________________________

3. WORKSHOP # / TITLE
START DATE

B.

FEE

Payment Method:

Check Enclosed

Credit Card

_____adult small
_____adult medium
_____adult large
_____adult x-large
total # of shirts ordered___________
x$12=total amount due___________
Name__________________________
_______________________________
Phone_________________________

4. WORKSHOP # / TITLE
START DATE

Orders due June 10. Shirts will be available for
pick-up at Writers & Books after June 24.
A limited quantity will be available for purchase
at Writers & Books starting at the end of June.
* design subject to minor changes

CREDIT CARD #

FEE

EXP. DATE

5. WORKSHOP # / TITLE
START DATE

CVC CODE

WE NEED TO KNOW YOUR EXTENDED CARE NEEDS AT LEAST TWO WEEKS IN
ADVANCE TO BE SURE WE CAN FILL YOUR REQUEST.
SIGNATURE

DATE

EXTENDED CARE MORNINGS (JY11-EA)
7:30 or

8:00 Week #________

_________________________________________________
START DATE				

Email__________________________

FEE

________________
FEE

5:30 Week #________

_________________________________________________
START DATE				

OFFICE USE ONLY

Scholarship awarded
full
partial
amount awarded $_________

EXTENDED CARE AFTERNOONS (JY11-EP)
5:00 or

*You now have the option to “round up” your
total cost. Your mini donation will directly support Writers & Books programs and services.

________________
FEE

amount owed $__________

Registration form continues...
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2. WORKSHOP # / TITLE

$ __________________

SUMMERWRITE 2013 CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

FEE

SUBTOTAL TUITION

|

START DATE

A.
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1. WORKSHOP # / TITLE

STUDENT NAME

Parent/Guardian Contact Info:
NAME AND RELATIONSHIP

PHONE NUMBERS, EMAIL

NAME AND RELATIONSHIP

PHONE NUMBERS, EMAIL

(EMERGENCY) NAME AND RELATIONSHIP

PHONE NUMBERS

(AUTHORIZED PICKUP) NAME AND RELATIONSHIP

22
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Child’s Date of Birth: ______________________
Child’s Gender: _____________________________
Allergies (check those that apply and specify
nature of reaction)
Animals ________________________________
Insect Bites _____________________________
Food __________________________________
Medicine________________________________
Hay Fever _________________________________
Other____________________________________
Medications your child currently takes and for what
condition/purpose (including any allergy medication
your child carries and any medication your child takes
at home): ______________________________

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Other medical issues we should be aware of (including but not limited to ADD, ADHD, Aspergers, etc.):__

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

All medical information will be kept confidential
between program administrators and instructors.

EMERGENCY/MEDICAL
CONSENT FORM
If my child requires emergency medical care and I cannot
be reached, I give my consent to the Writers & Books
SummerWrite Staff to contact the individuals I have listed
on the registration form. Those individuals have
permission to make decisions regarding the daily care
and medical care of my child, including permission to
pick up my child(ren) from the program at any time.

SUMMER

WRITE

Apprenticeship
Are you…
• a high school junior/senior or _
a college student?

In the event of the program’s inability to locate me, or the
emergency contact designee(s), I give permission to the
SummerWrite staff to take such emergency measures as
they deem appropriate until such time as emergency
contact designee or myself can be contacted.

• a writer who is interested in
youth education?

I will not hold Writers & Books or their employees
responsible for any injury or other harm that results from
program participation.

• looking for a summer learning
opportunity?

I agree to pay all of the costs associated with the
emergency care that my child receives. I understand that
the program assumes responsibility for my child(ren)’s
well-being during the hours of the program and will make
every effort to immediately contact me should any type of
emergency arise.

• hoping to positively impact
the community?

Writers & Books SummerWrite staff will provide only
basic first aid. If my child(ren) require(s) additional
treatment I will be notified.
I understand and agree to the terms and
conditions detailed in the Emergency/Medical consent
statement above.
I give permission for my child to participate in all
workshop or day camp activities on and off Writers &
Books’ property.
I give permission for Writers & Books to use any
photographs or videos in which my child appears or any
writings or art my child generates in workshops in print
materials such as the SummerWrite catalog or on the
SummerWrite blog or Writers & Books website. Students
will never be identified by full name in any of these
formats.
My signature acknowledges my understanding of and
agreement to the above and also that all the information
I provided is accurate and complete.
________________________________________________
PARENT SIGNATURE
Registration: Mail, fax (585-442-9333), or drop off this form to
740 University Ave, Rochester, New York 14607.
You can register for adult workshops online at: www.wab.org
If you have questions, please call (585) 473-2590 x 107.

Writers & Books might have an
opportunity just for you! You
could work as a role model to help
teach, inspire, and supervise
SummerWrite students alongside
our professional teaching artists.
As an apprentice you will receive a
first-hand experience in the youth
education career field.
For more information please
contact Kristen Zory King at
kristenk@wab.org.

_

GODSEND

$25,000 & UP
Anonymous

MUSE

$1,000-24,999

Janet Buchanan Smith and Robert Smith
Charles & Barbara Cote
In honor of Charlie Cote
Jan & Jim Gleason
James Long “Kip” Hale
Trevor Harrison
Katherine B. McCurdy
Ken McCurdy
Anonymous
Linda Rice & George Scharr
The Westport Fund
Mary & Stan Widger
In memory of Helen M. Banks
Henry W. Williams, Jr.

PUBLISHER
$500-999

Mark & Kathy Cleary
Christine & Jim Eichelberger
Matt Feldman & Rachel Kowal
Jed & Peggy Fox
Joanna Gardner
Will & Lois Irwin
Ronald S. Kareken
In honor of Lynne Marcus Kareken
Bruce & Celeste Kier
Stuart & Illa Loeb
Peter Lovenheim
Melissa McGrain & Andrew Stern
Nannette Nocon & Karl Wessendorf
Elizabeth A. Osta
Roger & Kimberly Palma
Kerri & Michael Pierce
Constance Potter & Jeremy Thaler
Mark & Lois B. Taubman
David C. Tingling
Brad Van Auken

ESSAYIST
$100-249

Sally Adams
Maureen T. Alston
Lori Anschuetz & Celia Easton
Eric & Toni Baller
Andrea Barrett
Elizabeth Berry
Book Thieves Book Club
Barbara Grosh & Howard Brill
Paloma A. Capanna
Terri & Chris Clement
Chuck & Nancy Cline
Sarah Collins
Cognitive Marketing
Robert & Mary Dan Cooper
John Costello & Lissa Light
Ned & Linda Corman
Mark Cuddy & Christina Selian
Mary Dambly & Allen Krisiloff
Pat & Jim DeCaro
Jacques & Monique Delettrez
Melissa DeSa
Peter & Suzanne Durant
Joanne Felzer and Clare Dygert
Charles & Naomi Erdmann
Rich & Robin Flaherty
Bob & Meila Ford
Ronny & Alan Frishman
Larry Frye
Sarah C. Freligh
In honor of Joe Flaherty
Elizabeth Gillmeister
Jacquie & Andy Germanow
Dr. William & Patricia Grande
William & Caren Hall
Peg Heminway
Margaret Hemingway
Bob & Marianne Hesselberth
Bryan Hickman
Grant Holcomb
Christopher & Joanna Hodgman
Peter & Lynda Hotra
Jon Itkin & Alexa Scott-Flaherty
Susan & Howard Itkin
Richard & Marcia Kaplan
Rosemarie Klipstein
Deb Koen
Carolyn Kourofsky
Anne Konar
Language Intelligence
Chris and Dia Lawrence
Adam & Jackie Leszyk
Teresa Levy
Lit Chicks
Howard & Lynn Low
Jennifer Mary Lloyd
Richard Margolis
Danielle Massare
Tim Madigan
Bruce & Eleanor McClear
Richard W. McGrath
Elaine Miller & Pamela Pepper
Margaret Mitchell
Miriam Grace Monfredo
In memory of Frank R. Monfredo
Jim Moore
Betsy Naumburg & Carl Hoffman
Dr. & Mrs. Nicholas E. Nicosia
Matthew J. O’Brien

POET

$1-99

John & Kathleen Albertini
Carolyn Anderson
Betsy & Gerald Archibald
Dona Bagley
William H. Barker
Joy Bennett & Richard G. Mackson
Charles E. Benoit
Margie Berliant
Richard C. Bird
Nancy L. Blanda
Mary Lynn Broe
Mary Brzustowicz & Eloy Meira-Dieguez
Sandra & Paul Caccamise
Diana L. Carter
Anna Catalani
Cathleen D. Cerosaletti
Jill M. Cicero & Paul D. MacAulay
Norinne Cole
Lauren Croop
Daryl Dear Cubitt
In honor of Colin Cubitt
Lisa Cuff
Robert & Janice Daitz
Tate Ellen DeCaro
David Delaney
Gennaro J. DiSano
Steven Donner
Maryellen Donohoe
Joseph & Barbara Dooley
Michael Doolin & Ann Tippett
Ann Dwyer
Rachel & Bill Edwards
George Ehresman
Berdjouhi Esmerian
Aaron Fagan
Joan Feinbloom
Cathy Feinen
Jana Femia
Jacquline Fisher
Joan Flaherty
Julian M. Fitch
Janice Fortuna
Sandra L. Frankel
Ronny & Alan Frishman
Paula Futrell
Betsy Gilbert
Maria Gillard
Nancy Gombert
Dane & Judy Gordon
Aaron J. Gorelick
Juditht Gray
Robert Gross

Alice Hackett
Dean Harper
Goldee Hecht-Meyer & Bill Barton
Stephen & Mary Heveron-Smith
Joan & Joe Hendrick
Robert Herzog
Martha T. Heyneman
Bobby Hill
Gail Hosking
In honor of Finvola Drury
Kelly Huiatt
Nicholas Iadarola
Ernest & Roberta Ierardi
Kathy Johncox
Abigail Johnson
Rodney Johnson
David Cay Johnston & Jennifer Leonard
Amy L. Kotlarz
Germaine Knapp
Ruth Kramer
Archie & Patty Kutz
John & Nancy Laurence
J & C.W. Lawrence
Bommie Lipari
Bonnie Lloyd
Helen Lutz
Adrienne Markus
In honor of Rosemary Holfoth
Annabelle Martin
Terry Martin
Sally N. McGucken
Valerie McPherson
Carol Menchal
Daniel M. Meyers
In honor of Pat & Kitty Murphy
Michael Miller
Mary Miskell & Terry Clar
Gary A. Mitchell
Sandra Mitzner, M.D.
Martha M. Osowski
Marianne & Larry Naylor
Ted Nixon
Maril Nowak
Jann Packard
Alexandra Palmieri
Doloros Parlato
Don & Linda Reinfeld
Pamela Rosen
Peggy Rosenthal
David & Leah Ruekberg
John Roche
Carlo Rodio
The Staltzman Family
Carol & Alvani Santos
Peggy Savlov
In memory of Charles Bailey
Marvin Skorman & Estalyn Walcoff
Penny Schindler
Kim Schmidt
Elizabeth Schroeder
Wanda & Bill Schubmehl
Jane Schuster
Maxine Simon
In memory of Ruth Lempert
Denise Slaughter
Eli & Mildred Sokol
Clifford W. Smith & Bernie Todd Smith
Gretchen Stahlman
Jefferson Svengsouk
Michael Tallon
Gussie Tanenhaus
Mary Jo & Dick Ten Eyck
In honor of Linda Allardt and Almeta Whitis
David & Abigail Tyler
Alan & Karen Uthman
Sharon O. Van Meenen
Paula Weld-Cary and Fred Cary
Elissa & Chris Werner
Teresa Schreiber Werth
Cathy Westerfield
In honor of Ken McCurdy
Tim Wilson
Kitty Wise
Linda & Frank Wood
Jennifer Years
BJ Yudelson
Marianne Zeitlin
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INSTITUTIONAL FUNDERS:
Ames-Amzalak Memorial Trust
Arts & Cultural Council for Greater Rochester
The Bonadio Group
Boylan Code, LLP
Brand Cool Marketing
Canandaigua National Bank
City Blue Imaging
Constellation Brands, Inc.
Dixon Schwabl
HBT Architects
Federated Clover Investment Advisors
Flower City Printing
The Fred & Floy Willmott Foundation
The Gell Fund of the Rochester Area
Community Foundation
The Gleason Family Foundation
G-S Plastic Optics
Harris Beach
The Mary Mulligan Charitable Trust
Monroe County
National Endowment for the Arts
Nazareth College
New York State Council on the Arts
New York State Senator Joseph E. Robach, Jr.
Nocon & Associates, a private wealth
advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial
Services, Inc.
The Guido & Ellen Palma Foundation
Paychex
Rochester Area Community Foundation
Rochester Hispanic Business Association
Wegmans

David & Marjorie Perlman
Loretta Petralis & Brad Landsman
Alice Robin Pulver
Friends of Pittsford Library
Maddy Segal & Abby Reichlin
Tom & Betty Richards
June B. Rogoff
Nancy Robinson
Pamela Rosen
David Ryon
Ann Schaefer
Elizabeth A. Schenk
Suzanne & Michael Schnittman
Vicki & Steve Schultz
Vicki & Richard Schwartz
Caedra Scott-Flaherty & William Begeny
Bob Shea & Kate Weisskopf
Eve Speller
In honor of Mrs. Patti Mayer & Lori
Leftkowitz
James Spiller & Anne MacPherson
Marcia & Gary Stern
John Sullivan Jr.
Bernard Shore & Arlene Levitt
Mr. & Mrs. John Thoman
William J. & Mary Anna Towler
Patricia Uttaro
Kim Hunt-Uzelac & Adam Uzelac
Elizabeth Webb
Stephen Webb
Carolyn Wendell
Mari Wells
Wayne Willis & Susan Medoff
Bruce Zaretsky

SUMMERWRITE 2013 CLASSES & WORKSHOPS

DONORS & FUNDERS
(March 2012 – February 2013)
The programs and services of Writers & Books
would not be possible without the generosity of our donors, members and institutional
funders. We are extremely grateful for your
tremendous support.

Nelson Adrian Blish
Holly Burrell
Mark & Anne Boylan
Norm Davis
Harold & Joan Feinbloom
Beverly Gold & Bruce Horowitz
Suzanne Gouvernet
Edward P. Hourihan, Jr. & Bridget T. Dee
Jenny & Glenn Kellogg
Dr. Barbara & John Lovenheim
Chip & Joyce Nimick
Katharine S. Parsons
Ann Patchett
City Councilwoman Elaine Spaull
Ralph & Pamela Uttaro
Craig Zicari & Anne Coon

|

“I can no other answer make, but, thanks, and thanks.”
–William Shakespeare

NOVELIST

$250-499
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SUMMERWRI    TE 2013

OPEN
HOUSE
			
Family

at Writers & Books

Saturday, April 27
10:00 -2:00
Free & Open to the Public

Come join in the fun on this creative and
informative day!

• Take a mini-creative writing workshop
• Play word games
• Listen to local poets and storytellers
• Meet our teachers
• Tour our facilities
• Have questions answered about our youth programs
•Learn about our referral program
• Register for summer workshops
Special Discounts on workshops and membership
will be available on this day only

